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Abstract

The extent to which natural selection shapes diversity within populations is a key ques-

tion for population genetics. Thus, there is considerable interest in quantifying the

strength of selection. In this thesis a full likelihood approach for inference about selec-

tion at a single site within an otherwise neutral fully-linked sequence of sites is devel-

oped. Integral to many of the ideas introduced in this thesis is the reversibility of the

diffusion process, and some past approaches to this concept are reviewed. A coalescent

model of evolution is used to model the ancestry of a sample of DNA sequences which

have the selected site segregating. A novel method for simulating the coalescent with

selection, acting at a single biallelic site, is described. Selection is incorporated through

modelling the frequency of the selected and neutral allelic classes stochastically back in

time. The ancestry is then simulated using a subdivided population model considering

the population frequencies through time as variable population sizes. The approach is

general and can be used for any selection scheme at a biallelic locus. The mutation

model, for the selected and neutral sites, is the infinitely-many-sites model where there

is no back or parallel mutation at sites. This allows a unique perfect phylogeny, a gene

tree, to be constructed from the configuration of mutations on the sample sequences.

An importance sampling algorithm is described to explore over coalescent tree space

consistent with this gene tree. The method is used to assess the evidence for selection

in a number of data sets. These are as follows: a partial selective sweep in the G6PD

gene (Verrelli et al., 2002); a recent full sweep in the Factor IX gene (Harris and Hey,

2001); and balancing selection in the DCP1 gene (Rieder et al., 1999). Little evidence

of the action of selection is found in the data set of Verrelli et al. (2002) and the data



set of Rieder et al. (1999) seems inconsistent with the model of balancing selection.

The patterns of diversity in the data set of Harris and Hey (2001) offer support of the

hypothesis of a full sweep.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

The role that natural selection plays in evolution has been subject to intense debate since

the publishing of the Origin of the Species (Darwin, 1859), and the question is still one

of the most important in evolutionary biology. This question has been approached in

a wide variety of ways, from ‘in the field’ experiments to find the reproductive advan-

tage or increased probability of survival due to a particular trait to the analysis of the

long term evolution of genes. A common approach is to examine the role that natu-

ral selection has played in the recent evolution of a population. This has the potential

to elucidate the genome-wide pattern of selection within a species (Bustamante et al.,

2002) and to identify regions where positive selection has acted recently, and hence

locate genes that have been the focus of recent evolution, see for example Akey et al.

(2002). The role of selection in human populations is of interest, e.g. Bamshad and

Wooding (2003), for diverse reasons as understanding the role that selection has had

in the prevalence of some genetic diseases (Diamond, 2003) and in human disease re-

sistance (Tishkoff et al., 2001) to identifying regions important in the evolution of the

facility for language (Enard et al., 2002). Patterns of genetic diversity within a popula-

tion around a locus of known biological importance are often investigated to examine

the possible role of natural selection in the evolution of the locus. In this thesis we
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concentrate on developing a method to assess the strength of selection that has acted at

a single site.

A wide variety of approaches to detect the action of natural selection have been de-

veloped over the years and a commonly used approach is that of summary statistics

(see Nielsen (2001b) for a review). Methods for examining the role of selection can be

divided into two broad groups. The first set of approaches are designed to detect non-

neutral behaviour. This is achieved by taking a summary of the data and seeing how

likely this summary statistic is under the standard neutral model using either analytical

results or simulation. Commonly used are a family of frequency spectrum statistics,

see for example Tajima (1989) and Fu and Li (1993). To detect adaptive or purifying

selection the ratio of synonymous to nonsynonymous codon substitutions is often ex-

amined. Adaptive selection acting within one population and not another will increase

the differentiation between the two populations and this has been the focus of a number

of papers (Lewontin and Krakauer, 1973; Akey et al., 2002; Beaumont and Balding,

2004). The level of diversity between species and divergence within a population under

neutrality should be correlated and a test of this, based on the comparison of multiple

loci, was developed by Hudson et al. (1987). A positively selected allele will quickly

propagate through the population allowing little time for recombination to act. The al-

lele therefore should show a high degree of correlation with the haplotype on which it

arose. This fact is exploited by methods that take as the test statistic a summary of the

patterns of haplotype sharing away from a putative selected site (Hudson et al., 1994;

Sabeti et al., 2002).

The second set of approaches to detecting selection explicitly model selection. This set

of approaches can be further divided into moment estimators and likelihood or Bayesian

approaches. Moment estimators fit the parameters of a nonneutral model by match-
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ing the summary of the data to the expectation of that statistic under the nonneutral

model, see for example Hudson and Kaplan (1988) and Wiehe (1998). In likelihood

or Bayesian methods, the likelihood or posterior probability of the parameters of the

nonneutral model is calculated. These include methods for quantifying the ratio of syn-

onomous to nonsynonomous mutation rates at various sites (Yang et al., 2000) and for

assessing the distribution of selective effects within a population (Bustamante et al.,

2003). When examining the role of selection acting on a particular site the effect of

selection on the genealogy and hence the neutral diversity is critical. Therefore a coa-

lescent approach where selection acts to change the shape and the time in various parts

of the genealogy is appropriate. Various methods to perform inference about selection

in a coalescent setting have recently been developed. Examples are the summary statis-

tic approaches of Slatkin (2001) and Przeworski (2003) and the pairwise composite

approach of Kim and Stephan (2002).

A number of authors (see, for example, Rieder et al. (1999); Fullerton et al. (2000);

Saunders et al. (2002); Verrelli et al. (2002)) have used the full likelihood gene tree

approach of Griffiths and Tavaré on sequence data from a locus believed to have ex-

perienced natural selection. The estimated age of the candidate selected mutation is

examined for inconsistency with the neutral model. However, the times are biased

towards their values under neutrality as the coalescent model used does not include se-

lection. This comparison of ages approach has been developed into a test for negative

selection by comparing the ages of all nonsynonymous sites to those of synonymous

sites (Nielsen and Weinreich, 1999; Nielsen, 2001a). Another method to assess the time

of the most recent common ancestor in samples undergoing a selective sweep is the use

of a star-like-tree. Under the assumption of a star-like-tree all the time in branches

other than singletons is assumed to be negligible (see for example Hamblin and Di

Rienzo (2000)). This approach can incur biases and underestimate the confidence in-
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terval (Rosenberg and Hirsh, 2003).

In this thesis, the history of a sample of genes together with the population history of

the frequency of the selected allele is considered. Our approach is similar to that of

Slatkin (2001) in that it uses a fully stochastic trajectory generated backwards in time,

and then generates a genealogy given this trajectory. By dealing with selection in a

fully stochastic framework instead of a deterministic one, weaker selection can be dealt

with. A weakly selected mutation might not allow neutrality to be rejected. However,

if a priori it is known to have some biological effect, then its age and an indication of

its selection coefficient are still of considerable interest. A full likelihood coalescent

inference method for a single selected site in an otherwise neutral non-recombining se-

quence is described in this thesis, and in Coop and Griffiths (2004). The joint likelihood

curve of the selection parameter and the distributions of the times at which the muta-

tions occurred and the time to the most recent common ancestor can be found by this

method, allowing a better understanding of the history underlying the data. The method

is flexible and can be extended to any type of selection acting at a biallelic locus.

Throughout this thesis, a number of models are utilised to describe the evolution of

a population and these are introduced in Chapter 2. Various simple models of dif-

ferent types of selection are given. The Moran and Wright-Fisher population models

and their large population limit the Wright-Fisher diffusion process are introduced, and

the coalescent process is briefly described. Also reviewed in this chapter are previous

approaches to the simulation of the genealogy of a selected mutation and methods to

evaluate expectations of quantities of interest relating to this genealogy.

A key idea in the approach to selection taken in this thesis is time reversibility of the
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processes describing the frequency of the selected allele. A number of authors have

considered this reversibility in a variety of ways. A review of some of these, with

particular reference to the diffusion process, is given in Chapter 3. Applications of re-

versibility used in this thesis are also reviewed in detail in this chapter.

A new method for the simulation of a genealogy of a single biallelic site at which se-

lection acts is given in Chapter 4. The frequency of the selected allele in the population

(the trajectory of the selected allele) is explicitly modeled. This method utilises var-

ious reversibility results to simulate the frequency of the selected allele back through

time. Previous approaches to trajectory simulation have either ignored the fluctuations

in frequency, and used deterministic approximations, or used rejection or importance

sampling to simulate the trajectory of the allele back from its current frequency. When

simulating a history, for a site segregating in the population, the fact that the frequency

of the allele in the current day is often only known in a sample must be accounted

for. An approach introduced in this thesis is the simulation of a random current day

frequency, the distribution of which is derived in Griffiths (2003). The trajectory may

be simulated backwards in time from this current day frequency to when the selected

allele is lost from the population. Given the trajectory, the genealogical process may be

treated as a two deme subdivided population with varying population sizes determined

by the trajectory (Kaplan et al., 1988). Extensions to the simulation method are also

given in this chapter. The extension of the simulation method to allow the generation of

genealogies for a recombining sequence featuring a selected site has been implemented

by a coworker and myself (Spencer and Coop, 2004).

Under the assumption of an infinitely-many-sites mutation model and no recombination

the data may be fully and uniquely represented by a perfect phylogeny, a gene tree (see

for example Griffiths (2002)). This representation is useful for inference as it provides
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a partial ordering to the events in the past genealogical history of the sample. The like-

lihood of the gene tree can be expressed as the integral over the missing genealogical

history underlying the gene tree (see Stephens (2001) for an introduction). In the case

of a gene tree featuring a selected allele two levels of missing data can be introduced,

the first is the trajectory of the allele back through time and the second is the genealogi-

cal history given this trajectory. An importance sampling algorithm is used to integrate

over possible trajectories and histories consistent with the data to find the likelihood

with respect to the selection coefficient of the allele. The method belongs to a family

of importance samplers developed by Griffiths and Tavaré (1994a) to deal with full in-

formation in both the finite and infinitely-many-sites models of mutation. The method

has been extended to variable population size models (Griffiths and Tavaré, 1994b),

subdivided populations (Bahlo and Griffiths, 2000; De Iorio and Griffiths, 2004b; De

Iorio et al., 2004), and recombination (Griffiths and Majoram, 1996; Fearnhead and

Donnelly, 2001). The efficiency of the importance sampling algorithm was improved

by Stephens and Donnelly (2000) and a general importance sampling framework based

on an approximation of the diffusion generator is developed by De Iorio and Griffiths

(2004a). Felsenstein and colleagues have used Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC)

techniques to examine similar problems, see for example Felsenstein et al. (1999). Full

likelihood MCMC methods have also been developed by Drummond et al. (2002) and

Wilson et al. (2003) among others. In the importance sampling framework the history

is a Markov chain on the possible history states embedded in the genealogical history of

the sample. The concept of history states in a neutral gene tree is discussed in Chapter

5. Then the history states of a gene tree, given a trajectory, are described and the gener-

ator and recursion of the Markov chain for the history states is introduced in this thesis.

An importance sampling algorithm for sampling trajectories and histories compatible

with the gene tree is presented. The algorithm incorporates ideas developed in Chapter

4, and the infinitely-many-sites importance sampler of Stephens and Donnelly (2000).
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Three main types of applications of the gene tree method described in this thesis are

envisaged. These applications are given by the cases to consider in a gene tree with a

single selected mutation:

(a) The selected site is segregating in the sample.

(b) The selected mutation has fixed in the population at some time in the past. Perlitz

and Stephan (1997) have dealt with inference of this type based on the number of

segregating sites in an infinitely-many-sites model with no recombination.

(c) The data have been collected in the subpopulation of sequences with a given mu-

tation of known frequency, or the extension to case-control data. The mutation

may be under selection. These data would be inappropriate for a coalescent anal-

ysis that assumes random sampling. The methods developed here can be used to

correctly find the likelihood of a gene tree under this method of sampling. For

example, consider the case where a sample is taken from a haplogroup defined

by a particular neutral mutation found at a frequency of 
 in the population. To

find the likelihood of the gene tree, say as a function of the population scaled

mutation rate, trajectories of a neutral allele could be simulated back from the

frequency 
 and then the importance sampling algorithm used to sample histories

given these trajectories.

As in all population genetic models and inference the parameters of interest are scaled

by the effective population size. For the models discussed here the main parameter of

interest is the population scaled selection coefficient. If the effective population size

is known then the unscaled selection coefficient can be calculated. Otherwise, the two

cannot be determined separately. However the population scaled selection coefficient is

itself of interest as it gives an indication of the relative effect of genetic drift compared

to selection.
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The method is finally applied to three published data sets in Chapter 6, where the au-

thors have suggested that natural selection has acted. The first data set is from a paper

by Verrelli et al. (2002) where a region in the G6PD gene was sequenced to exam-

ine evidence for a partial sweep of an allele known to be associated with resistance to

malaria. The data set of Harris and Hey (2001) from the FIX gene is the second data

set, where reduced levels of diversity led the authors to suggest that a full sweep had

occurred, near the region, at some time in the recent past. The third data set is that of

Rieder et al. (1999), where a region of the DCP1 gene is sequenced, and the authors

postulated that balancing selection may have led to the patterns of diversity seen at the

locus.
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Chapter 2

Models Arising in Population Genetics

Genetics, Probability, and Statistics have long shared a fruitful relationship. Much of

the early work in theoretical population genetics was devoted to showing the compat-

ibility, and the resulting combination, of the ideas of Mendel and Darwin (Provine,

1971). In exploring this mathematical synthesis, probabilistic models to describe gene

frequencies in a population were introduced (Fisher, 1930; Wright, 1968). In popula-

tion genetics, as in all modelling applications, the models do not attempt to incorporate

all of the complexity of real life but instead try to capture some of the salient features.

In doing this a number of simplifying assumptions are often made, and these will now

be discussed. The population is assumed to be randomly mating in that all individuals

have an equal probability of mating with any other individual, i.e. there is no subdi-

vision, isolation by distance or assortative mating. The second assumption is that a

mutant allele, confers on the individuals it is present in, no beneficial or deleterious

effect. This assumption, termed neutrality, arises from the neutral theory advocated

by Motoo Kimura and others (see Ohta and Gillespie (1996) for a review) that states

that the vast majority of polymorphisms present in a population have little or no effect

on the fitness of organisms in that population. A third often made assumption is that

the population is of a constant size through time. This set of assumptions, called the
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standard neutral model, is not particularly valid for real populations and a number of

modifications are possible to better reflect reality. However the standard neutral model

is useful in that it presents a null model that can be tested and rejected if the data are

better explained by a more realistic model.

In this chapter two discrete state space models, the Moran and the Wright-Fisher mod-

els, are discussed. Both are models of general population evolution and can incorporate

complex mutation and selection schemes. For the purpose of this thesis we shall only

discuss them as models of a biallelic locus. While the Moran and Wright-Fisher mod-

els are superficially quite different, in the limit of a large population size they behave

identically. This is true of a large number of models of population evolution, and such

models are said to lie in the same domain of attraction as the Wright-Fisher diffusion

process. The Wright-Fisher diffusion process, a continuous state space and time model

is described. Information about the whole population is rarely if ever known thus,

particularly for statistical inference, properties of a sample from the population are of

interest. In describing a sample of individuals it is helpful to consider the genealogical

history relating the individuals in the sample. The Coalescent, the genealogical process

embedded in the diffusion process, shall be discussed.

2.0.1 Models of Selection

Natural selection acts on heritable variation, that influences the number of offspring

of an individual (fecundity selection) or the probability of those offspring surviving to

have children (viability selection). In population genetics three types of selection are

often studied, these are positive directional selection, diversity maintaining selection

and negative selection. To illustrate the different types of selection consider a single
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�� �����
1 � ������ � ��� � ���

Table 2.1: The relative fitnesses of the different genotypes at a biallelic locus. Note that� ��� ��� ��� .
nucleotide where two types

� �
and
� �

are present. When quantifying selection, a

model of fertility selection is focussed on. The genotypic reproductive fitness has the

form ����������������� , see Table 2.1. Without loss of generality we can set � ��� � � , as the

fitness of interest is the relative fitness (see for example Ewens (1979)). The birthrate

can be either higher ( � ����! � ) or lower than
� �"�

( � ����# � ).
1. Positive Directional Selection

Positive directional selection, sometimes called classical Darwinian selection,

acts when the change to the phenotype caused by the mutant allele increases the

carrier’s relative contribution of offspring to the next generation. The mutant al-

lele if fortunate will increase in number in the population until every member

of the population carries it. The exact dynamics of the frequency of the allele

depend on the population size, the size of the relative contribution (i.e. the rel-

ative fitness and frequency of the selected allele) and the relationship between

genotype and phenotype. The relationship between genotype and phenotype in

a simple Mendelian model is given by letting � ��� �$���%� and � ��� �&���'�)( ,
where ( expresses the interaction of the

���
and
���

alleles. For the selection to be

classified as positive directional selection (+*,� is necessary. If (-�.� then there

is complete dominance and the heterozygote
���/�

has the same fitness as
�0���

. A

recessive
� �

allele is described by (-�1� as only in the homozygote is any effect

seen. If (-� �� then each allele acts independently. This is sometimes called genic
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or haploid selection as it acts in such a way as to ignore genotypic configuration,

thus the allele acts as though it was in a haploid population. Directional selection

is often described by a model of genic selection as from a theoretical view it is

appealing as the independence from the genotype state simplifies calculations.

2. Diversity Maintaining Selection

This is a wide class of models where selection acts to maintain, or balance, poly-

morphism within the population. This encompasses models where new alleles to

the population are initially favoured (Nielsen, 1999), and where any allele of low

frequency can be favoured, for example the MHC locus (Takahata et al., 1992).

Also included are models where the effect of selection is spatial-temporal, i.e.

different alleles have the advantage at different times or spacial locations, for ex-

ample the fast/slow alleles at the Adh locus in Drosophila (Begun et al., 1999).

Balancing selection at a biallelic site can also occur when the heterozygote for

the allele has an advantage over both of the homozygotes, a classic example is

the sickle cell allele in humans. A simple model of heterozygote advantage is

given by � ��� �,� ��� �2� and � ��� �2�3�4�65 . This is equivalent to the directional

selection model given above as �87 � , (97 : and �6(97 � 5 . Balancing selec-

tion can lead to an allele persisting for a long time in the population once it has

become established. In some cases current day polymorphisms are believed to

have survived since distant species splits (Takahata et al., 1992).

3. Negative and Background Selection

A change in the code for a protein can lead to that protein being defective, nega-

tive selection will act on the allele that encodes for this defect. This defect might

be so fundamental that it leads to the death of the offspring before it is born,

this leads to a distortion in the alleles passed on from parent to offspring (see for

example Zollner et al. (2004)). However many deleterious mutations might not
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be so severe and will leave the offspring functional but reduce its fitness slightly.

The constant influx of deleterious mutations can to first approximation be taken

as a drop in effective population size from that expected for a neutral popula-

tion (Charlesworth et al., 1995). The reduction in the level of diversity and other

effects caused at neutral sites by the constant influx of deleterious mutations is

called background selection.

2.0.2 Mutational Models

A wide variety of mutation models are regularly used in population genetics, and a

selection of those useful to this thesis are briefly discussed here.

1. Finitely-many-alleles model

The allelic type of the individual, ; , is one of a finite number of alleles, < , at the

locus, ;2=?>@; �BADCECDCFA ;HG)I . The mutation process between alleles is governed by

a rate matrix J , JLKNM�O'� . In particular, we shall be interested in the case of a locus

with just two alleles.

2. Infinitely-many-alleles model

The allelic type of the individual, ; , is one of an infinite number, assigned to the

interval ;P=%QR� A �TS . This model can be considered as the limit of the finite allele

model as <U7 : .

3. Infinitely-many-sites model

If the mutation rate at an individual site is low, effectively zero, then at most

one mutation is expected at a site. The infinitely-many-sites model arises as the

limit of a model of DNA sequences made up of a large, effectively infinite, num-

ber of biallelic loci with very low mutation rates such that the overall sequence

mutation rate is constant. This can be thought of as a finer modelling of the
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infinitely-many-alleles model where all the previous allelic states of a gene in

the population are recorded. A perfect record of the mutation history is kept.

The data from the infinitely-many-sites model offers the full amount of informa-

tion for a given overall mutation rate as the relationship between alleles in the

population, including the number of mutations separating alleles, is preserved.

2.1 Discrete State Space Models

Let VXWZY\[ be the number of copies of the selected allele
�X�

in a population of size ] at

time Y . The Moran and Wright Fisher models describe the evolution of the number of

copies of the allele
� �

through time, denoted by >@VXWZY^[ A Y_O`�@I , termed the trajectory.

2.1.1 Moran Model

The Moran model, introduced by Moran (1958), is a continuous time birth and death

model in which a fixed population size is maintained by a birth always being accom-

panied by a death. The initial state of the process is given by VXW��a[X�b� , representing

the allele arising in one gene in the population of genes by mutation. An individual

of type
��

, has a birth rate c � �d]fehg . While an individual of type
�X�

has birth ratec � �ic � W��X���Dj�W"Vk[�[ , where �Dj�W�V�[ is the birth rate advantage of the selected allele

when there are V copies of the allele in the population (for a model of genic selection�Dj�W�V�[l���Dj i.e. a constant). The neutral birth rate of ]fe6g is chosen to place the Moran

model on the same time scale as the Wright Fisher model. We will assume for simplic-

ity that there is no recurrent mutation. An exponential distribution with rate parameterc will be denoted by mDn�oLW"cp[ . The waiting time till the next birth when there are q of

the selected type is r mDn�oFW"c � Ws�t���Dj�W�q�[�[�q��uc � W�]Pv�q�[�[\� (2.1)
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Figure 2.1: An illustration of the Moran model in a population of seven 7 individuals

with time running down the vertical axis. The diagonal arrows show a birth event,

vertical arrows a continuing individual. The selected allelic type is shown in green.

The allelic type that gives birth, increasing its number by one, is chosen with probability

proportional to the population birth rates, and an individual is chosen to die uniformly.

As there is no recurrent mutation the states � and ] are absorbing. An example of this

process is shown in Figure 2.1. Events which involve births and deaths within a type do

not need to be considered, as we shall be only interested in the frequency of the allele.

Times are simulated and events chosen conditional on a change in frequency. The birth

and death rate ( c�w and Jxw ) of allele
���

when there are q in the population are nowc�w��yc � W������DjzW/q�[s[ q{W�]Pv�q�[] A J|w��`c � q{W"]bv}q�[] A
(2.2)

and the time to the next event is r mDn�o|W"c�wt�}J|wD[\� (2.3)

A range of trajectories starting from a mutation arising in one individual for different

selection values can be seen in Figure 2.2. As the strength of selection increases the

trajectories become more deterministic, see Section 2.6.1. For a value of � j~! ������g��
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a deterministic path through intermediate frequencies would be an appropriate approx-

imation. However it is worth noting that even at the highest selection value, ��j%� ����� ,
only � of the g�� trajectories fix in the population, the other trajectories hit zero very

quickly and thus are not visible.

2.1.2 Wright-Fisher Model

In the Wright-Fisher model generations are discrete, and every individual gives birth

and is replaced every generation. The generation Y���� is constructed by sampling ]
individuals with replacement (i.e. binomially) from an infinite gamete pool constructed

from the previous generation of VXW�Y\[ �X� genes. We assume a mutation rate � from

type
�� 7 ��� and � from type

��� 7 �X� . While later we will set ��� �.��� ,
the general model is introduced here. The frequencies of alleles in the infinite gamete

pool are constructed by allowing every individual to mate randomly. The gamete pool

contribution to the
�4� 5� type by

��
is denoted by ���p�BW ���BA Y\[ . The relative frequency of���

in the generation Y is � � ����� ���j . The various contributions to the infinite gamete

pool for the generation Y are given below.� ��� W � � A Y\[�� ��v��� � � � �� � ��� �}� � Ws��v}� � [�� �/�s� (2.4)�6���BW ���DA Y\[�� �� � � � � W��zv}� � [�� ��� �%Ws��v�� � [ � � ��� � A (2.5)��W ���DA Y\[�� �6���6W ���TA Y^[F���)�p�\W ���DA Y\[ A (2.6)

where � � is the population fitness given by� �� � �"� ��g)� � W��zv9� � [�� ��� �%Ws��v}� � [ � � ��� � (2.7)

There are similar equations for �����6W ��\A Y^[ and �)�p�BW ���A Y\[ . The number of the allele
���

in the next generation is sampled binomially from these frequencies.
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Figure 2.2: A sample of twenty trajectories generated by a forward in time Moran

model ( ] ���D����� ) from an initial occurrence of the mutation in one individual for a

variety of genic selection coefficients a) neutral �)j4��� , b) �Dju������������� , c) �Dju�����������
d) �Djy� ������g�� e) �Djy�,���	��� , f) �Dj`�.����� . Time is given along the   -axis and number

of the selected mutation in the population on the ¡ axis
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¢ W/q{WZY��%�6[��yV,£6� � [¤� ]¦¥VX¥�W�]PvuV�[\¥ ��W ���DA Y\[ � W��zv���W �k�TA Y\[�[ jt§ � (2.8)

2.2 The Diffusion Approximation

Biologists and mathematicians, given the approximations made in constructing a model,

are often not interested in the different detailed behaviour of discrete state space models

and only care about behaviour that is general to many models. The shared behaviour

is often observed when a large population size is considered. The large population

limit of the Moran and Wright-Fisher models, with appropriate time scaling, is a diffu-

sion process. The diffusion process is an infinite population limit and thus should only

be applied to modelling large populations, however in even models of relatively small

populations the diffusion process approximation can be useful. Many results are more

tractable in the large population limit and so diffusion processes are often of great use,

as long as their approximate nature is borne in mind. Diffusion processes were used

extensively by Motoo Kimura (see Watterson (1996) for a review) and they underlie

many results commonly used.

A continuous time Markov stochastic process whose sample paths are almost surely

continuous functions of time, is called a diffusion process, see Karlin and Taylor (1981)

for a general introduction to all topics relating to the diffusion processes discussed in

this thesis. Let ¨85D�}WZY^[_�y�©W�Y��4(x[ªv?�©W�Y\[ . As («7 � this is the infinitesimal incre-

ment. In practical applications diffusion processes are characterized by the following

three features: ¬��®5\¯t° �( ;±QN¨85T�©W�Y\[z£D�}WZY\[¤�1 �Sd� JlW�  A Y^[�²�Y A (2.9)¬��®5\¯t° �( ;±Q³W�¨85\�}WZY\[�[ � £D�}WZY\[¤�1 �Sd� ´ � W�  A Y^[�²�Y A (2.10)
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JlW�  A Y\[ is the infinitesimal mean or drift parameter, and ´ � W�  A Y\[ is the infinitesimal

variance. All higher infinitesimal moments are zero¬��®5\¯t° �( ;±QµW/¨±5T�}WZY^[s[/¶X£D�©W�Y\[��� {Sx��� A · �'� A � CDCDC � (2.11)

In general a Markov chain can be approximated by a diffusion process when (2.9),

(2.10) and (2.11) hold. This will be informally shown for the Moran and Wright-Fisher

models.

Moran Model to Diffusion Process

In the Moran model described above if at time Y there are q genes of type
� �

with a

selective advantage of �t���6jkW/q�[ over
��

then the expected change in frequency is¸ QN¨85��©W�Y\[�£6�}WZY^[��� {S¹� �] ¢ W"V�W�Y���(x[¤�'q��%�8£�VXW�Y\[��%q�[v �] ¢ W�VXW�YF��(L[���qXv%�f£@VXW�Y\[l��q�[� c � q ]Pv�q] � W�W��t���Dj�W/q�[s[ºvu�6[�(8�u»0W�( � [7 �  FWs�tv� x[�( A
as ]&7 : A q] 7   and

]¼�DjkW/q�[g 7 � W/ x[\�
A similar limit can be found for for the infinitesimal variance, giving ´ � W� x[l�� FW��|vU x[ ,
and all higher infinitesimal moments are zero.

Wright-Fisher Model to Diffusion Process

In the Wright-Fisher model in the current generation suppose there are ½ type
�0�

genes

in a total population of ] genes. The transition probabilities, from a state ½ to ¾ , are

given by binomial sampling of the next generation from the infinite gamete pool con-
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structed from the ½ type
���

individuals as¢ KRM �&¿ ] ¾�À ��W ���TA Y^[ M W��zv}�ºW ���DA Y\[s[ jt§ M A �Á*©¾U*y]
where ��W ���DA Y^[ is the frequency of type

�X�
in the infinite gamete pool. Considering for

simplicity the case of no recurrent mutation with genic selection acting on the allele���
, then �ºW ���BA Y\[�� Ws�3���hj�[�½Ws�3��� j [�½L�'W"]Pv�½"[ �

The infinitesimal drift, letting (-� �j , is�( ¸ QN¨ 5 �}W�Y\[z£6�}WZY^[��' {S � ]ÂW W��t���Dj�[�½W�W��t���Dj�[�½p�%W"]bv�½"[s[ [ºv�½7 �  FWs�tv� x[ A as  -� ½] A9� � ]¼� j (2.12)

By a similar argument ´ � W/  A Y\[l�' ÃWs��v© x[ A (2.13)

and all higher infinitesimal moments are zero

2.2.1 The Scale Function and the Speed Measure

Results for the one dimensional diffusion process are often expressed in terms of the

scale function and speed measure of the diffusion process. A diffusion is said to be

on the natural scale if the probability of going to one boundary before the other is

proportional to distance to the boundary. The scale function, Ä_W� L[ , is the function that

maps a diffusion process onto its natural scale. An explicit expression for ÄtW� x[ isÄ_W/ x[i� Å�Æº�@W�¡�[�²@¡ (2.14)�@W/¡{[i� mEn�ofÇ�v�Å�È@QNg)JlW�É@[�eh´ � W"É@[/SÊ²�ÉpË A � # ¡ # � A (2.15)
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so the probability of going to loss before fixation from   is�{°6W/ x[i� ÄtWs�)[ªv?Ä_W/ x[Ä_W��)[ºvuÄ_W��a[ A (2.16)� Ì �Æ �@W/¡{[�²@¡Ì �° �@W/¡{[�²@¡ � (2.17)

The neutral model is on the natural scale as �p°DW� L[¼� �0vy  . For a model of genic

selection �aW�¡�[i� Í §@Î È A (2.18)�{°DW� L[i� Í §@Î Æ vuÍ §@Î��vuÍ §@Î � (2.19)

The speed measure, ÏÂW/ x[ , has the interpretation of being the speed that the time runs

at locally when the diffusion process is on the natural scaleÏÂW/ x[l�~QN´ � W� L[��@W/ x[/S § � � (2.20)ÏÂW/ x[�²@  is the expected time to leave an infinitesimal interval centered on QR lv0²@ xe6g A  ��²@ xe6g6S . Both the Scale function and Speed measure are found by considering solutions

to the Kolmogorov backward equation, which arises naturally as the solution to the ex-

pectation of certain quantities considered along the diffusion path.

2.2.2 The Generator of a Diffusion

The transition function �ºW/  A ¡ A Y\[ is the probability density function of �©W�Y\[ given�}W��a[±�&  . The Kolmogorov backwards equation describes how the transition func-

tion behaves as a function of its initial condition   . The generator Ð of a diffusion

process specifies the generalised Kolmogorov backwards equation of the process. By

considering the operator for the expectation (FW/ x[l� ¸ Æ >DÑ|W��}WZY\[�[�I , and examining how

the diffusion Ñ|W� L[ changes in a small time interval ²�Y , the generator²@(FW� L[²�Y �%ÐH(FW/ x[��%JlW� L[ ²@(FW/ x[²@  ��´ � W/ x[ ² � (FW/ x[²@  � (2.21)
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is derived. The function (FW� L[ has to be twice differentiable with respect to   . If there

is recurrent mutation between the two alleles in the model, see for example the Wright-

Fisher model described above, then the infinitesimal mean, JÃÒzW/ x[ , isJ|Ò�W� x[¤�4JlW� x[��©J ��� Ws��v© L[ºv}J ���   (2.22)

where ga]Ó�-7¹J ��� and g@]¼�f7¹J ��� .
Path Integrals

The integral of a functional, ��W� x[ , along the diffusion path >� FW�Y\[ A Y ! �@I is of interest.

The expectation of such an integral over all sample paths that the diffusion process

takes is written as ¸ ¿¤Å�Ô° �ºW/ FW�Y\[�[�²�Y�£� FW/�@[l��
 À ���¤Õ A (2.23)

where Ö is the time of fixation or loss. The solution to (2.23) may be derived by

considering a small time interval and the accumulation of the integral in this time. The

following differential equation must be solved to find a solution to (2.23)v��ºW/ x[���ÇlJlW� x[ ²²@  ��´ � W� L[ ² �²@  � Ë±� Æ A (2.24)

with boundary conditions � ° �2� A � � �2� . The expected time to obtain a boundary

from a frequency 
 , ¸ Õ�W�Ö�[ , is the solution of (2.24) when ��W� x[l�,� . The expected total

time spent in the frequency interval QN¡fv%²@¡�ehg A ¡8�'²@¡{e6g)S , for a process initially at 
 ,
before hitting either boundary is of interest. This can be found by considering the path

integral ¸ Ç Å©Ô°$× W/¡Xv� ÃWZY\[�[�²�Yz£� FW/�a[���
ºË+� (2.25)

where × W/�{[ denotes the dirac delta ( × W� L[_��� for  Â�,� and × W� x[t�,� otherwise). The

solution of which is the Green function, Ø0W�
 A ¡{[ ,Ø0W�
 A ¡�[_� ÙÚ�Û g��{°6W�
�[�ÏÂW/¡{[ Ì È° �@W/�{[�²@� �f*�¡8*�
g�� � W�
�[�ÏÂW/¡{[ Ì �È �@W���[�²@� 
 # ¡±*,���
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The Green Function is a useful quantity as it presents a general solution for the ex-

pectation (2.23) as it is the expected total time spent in a small frequency intervalQR¡Xv�²@¡{e6g A ¡��²@¡{e6g6S , for a process initially at 
 . This allows (2.23) to be expressed as�¤Õ�� Å �° Ø0W�
 A ¡{[��ºW/¡{[�²@¡p� (2.26)

Higher moments of path integrals, some functionals of path integrals and even their

distributions can be found, see for example Maruyama (1977).

Path Integrals with Killing

If the diffusion process is modified to one where a sample path at time Y in the fre-

quency interval QN  A  Ó� ²@ {S is killed with rate <xW/  A Y\[ , then the resulting process is a

diffusion process with exponential killing. These processes provide a natural way to

describe path integral diffusion problems where the stopping conditions are not merely

the reaching of a boundary. The expectation of the integral of a function, ��W/ x[ , along

sample paths in a process with killing can be written as�¤Õ�� ¸ Ç�Å�Ô° ��W/ FWZY^[s[@mDn�o�>�v�Å �° <|W/ FW/�x[ A �L[�²@�xI�²�Y�£6 FW��a[���
�Ë A (2.27)

where Ö is the time at which the sample path hits either boundary. For example the

expectation of the total time before a homozygote for a particular allele is present in the

population can be found by considering the integral of �ºW/ x[��$� along sample paths

which are killed at rate <xW�  A Y^[��~  � , the probability of homozygote appearing. � Æ , if<xW�  A Y^[ is independent of Y , satisfies the Feynman-Kac equationv��ºW/ x[���Ç�JªW/ x[ ²²@  ��´ � W� x[ ² �²@  � v©<xW/ x[EËU� Æ A (2.28)

with boundary conditions ��°���� A � � ��� .
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2.3 The Coalescent

When studying the properties of a sample from a neutral population it is sufficient to

consider the genealogical history of the sample rather than that of the whole popula-

tion. The Coalescent, derived by Kingman (1982) (see Nordborg (2001) for a review),

is a genealogical model for the history of a sample and is the genealogical process em-

bedded in the neutral diffusion process. In a neutral population the genealogy relating

individuals is independent of the mutation process. Thus the genealogy of the sample

may be considered and then mutations placed on the genealogy. Mutations are placed

onto each edge of the genealogy as a Poisson process with parameter Ü� Ö where � is the

population mutation rate, ����ga]ÞÝ�J , where Ý is the sequence length and J the per site

mutation rate, and Ö is the time along an edge. Due to the sufficiency of the geneal-

ogy of the sample and the independence of the genealogical process from the mutation

process many results are easily derived and simulation is computationally efficient in a

coalescent setting.

The Coalescent may be derived by finding the probability that a pair of lineages in the

sample of ß find a common ancestor in the previous generation in a Wright Fisher pop-

ulation of size ] . A particular pair find a common ancestor one generation back with

probability �)eB] , thus the probability that any pair finds a common ancestor is
�/à � � �j .

The probability that more than g lineages find a common ancestor in the same genera-

tion is »0W �j � [ , thus in the large population limit a coalescent genealogy is bifurcating.

The probability of no coalescences for ½ generations into the past is approximatelyW��Xv � à � � eT]Þ[ K . The process is placed on the coalescent time scale by letting � scaled

unit of time be ] generations. The probability of no coalescences in á scaled time units

in the limit is ¬��®j�¯�â ¿ ��v ¿ ß g À eT] Àfã jlä�å �yÍ § W�æ � [ ä �
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Thus the coalescence time, Ö à the time while there are ß lineages can be seen to ber mDn�oFW � à � � [ . Pairs of lineages are exchangeable so when a coalescence occurs the

choice of pair to coalesce is uniform. The genealogy is completed when the last two

lineages coalesce to give the most recent common ancestor of the sample. As the co-

alescent rate is quadratic with the number of lineages the sample, even as ß'7 : , is

guaranteed to find a common ancestor in finite time.

A coalescent genealogy may also be constructed by simultaneously generating the ge-

nealogy and the mutations on the genealogy. It is helpful to consider this approach and

the urn model discussed shortly as it allows a better understanding of the tree recursions

we will encounter later. From the Poisson nature of the number of mutations on an edge

it follows that the waiting time between mutations on a branch is r mEn�o � Ü� � . Instead

of just considering the time to the next coalescence event, the time to either the next

mutation on one of the ß edges or a coalescence event can be considered, this time isr mDn�o ¿z¿ ß g�À � ß|�g-À � (2.29)

Given that an event has occurred, by a relative rate argument, the probability that it is a

mutation or a coalescence are respectivelyà Ü�� à � � � à Ü� � �ß8����v%� A � à � �� à � � � à Ü� � ßUv%�ßU����v%� � (2.30)

As before, if a coalescence has taken place a pair of lineages to coalesce is chosen at

random. If a mutation is chosen to happen, a mutation is placed on a randomly chosen

lineage. For questions regarding the mutation pattern in the sample it can be seen that

the times are unnecessary and that the order of events is sufficient.

Forwards in time this approach can be viewed as an urn model (Hoppe, 1984). Two

balls of weight � and one are initially placed in an urn. A ball is chosen at random with
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probability proportional to its weight, and then replaced into the urn. If the � ball is

chosen, then, for the infinite alleles model, a weight one ball of a colour not present in

the urn is also placed into the urn. If a weight one ball is chosen then another weight

one ball of the same colour as the one picked is placed in the urn as well. We proceed

until ß balls of weight one are present in the urn. This approach gives the same distri-

bution of alleles as the Coalescent and is also helpful in understanding the recursions

to be discussed later.

2.3.1 The Coalescent and Variable Population Size

Incorporating variation in the size of the population is an important addition to the

coalescent (Slatkin and Hudson, 1991; Griffiths and Tavaré, 1994b). It also, as we will

see later, presents an exact analogy to the coalescent with natural selection when the

population frequency of the selected type is known throughout time. Instead of the

fixed population size ] that has been considered to date, we now allow the population

to vary so that its size at time Y is ]ÂWZY^[ . Intuitively, when the population size is small

a pair of lineages are more likely to find their common ancestor, as there is a smaller

choice of parents in the generation before. This change in the rate of coalescence can be

incorporated via a change in the time scale of the coalescent. For a discrete generation

model (e.g. the Wright Fisher model) Y generations can be rescaled toÑ|W�Y\[�� �ç Kµè � �]ÂW�½"[ A (2.31)

while in a continuous setting Ñ|WZY\[¤� Å �° �]¦W/��[ ²@�@� (2.32)
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Scaling the population size by the population size at Y-�é� , the rate of coalescence

when there are < lineages at a time Y is ¿ < g�À c|WZY^[ A (2.33)

where c|WZY^[��~]ÂW��a[�eB]ÂWZY\[ . The distribution of the time of a coalescence in < lineages,

for a sample of ß , ÖxG given that the last coalescence occurred at time ÄFGsê � ( Ä|Gsê � �Ö à � CDCEC ��ÖxGsê � ) has an inhomogeneous exponential distribution¿ < g À c|W"Ä|Gsê � ��Ö|Gh[ëmDn�o±ì�v ¿ < g À Å�ÔDíî í/ï � c|W/�x[�²@��ð (2.34)

The choice of pair of lineages to coalesce is left unchanged as the pairs are still ex-

changeable and the mutation process given edge lengths is the same as before. Thus

the Coalescent with a varying population size is exactly the same as a neutral process

but with scaled time.

Once again the genealogy and mutation process may be considered simultaneously.

The time, Y , to the next mutation or coalescence event back in time given that the last

event occurred at � and there are currently < lineages is distributed as¿�¿ < g À c|W�Y\[F� <{�g À mDn�ofÇ�v9Å �ñ ¿ < g À c|W/�x[�� <{�g ²@�lË (2.35)

Given that an event has occurred at Y the probability that it is a mutation or coalescence

are respectively G Ü�� G� � c|W�Y\[F� G Ü� A � G � � cxWZY\[� G � � c|W�Y\[F� G Ü� � (2.36)

2.4 Gene Trees

A number of different types of genetic markers are used to identify and study regions

under selection including microsatellites, see for example Payseur et al. (2002), and
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single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) utilised by Akey et al. (2002) and Sabeti et al.

(2002) amongst others. In this thesis we focus on data generated from resequencing a

small region. We assume that this region is fully linked and that the model of mutation

is the infinitely-many-sites model.

Based on the assumption of infinitely-many-sites other authors have derived various

properties of the mutation number and pattern. The segregating sites are the only in-

formative sites about the genealogy and thus it is enough to consider only them. The

expected number of segregating sites (
¸ W"Ä�[ ) in ß sequences was derived by Watterson

(1975) and is ¸ W"Ä�[���� àç Kµè � � ½ � (2.37)

This was derived before the introduction of the Coalescent process but it is most eas-

ily derived in a Coalescent framework. The probability distribution of the number of

segregating sites was also derived by Watterson (1975). The full distribution is the

convolution of geometric distributions with p.g.f.Ø î W��ë[�� à § �ò Kµè � �W�������W���v���[�e�¾�[ � (2.38)

The number of haplotypes ó , i.e. the total number of distinct sequences in the sample

of ß was studied by Ewens (1972). For example the expected number of haplotypes is¸ W�óÂ[�� àç Kµè � �����½Fvu� � (2.39)

An urn model representation of the infinitely-many-sites model is described by Griffiths

(1989). The pattern of mutation in a sample contains information about the genealog-

ical history of that sample. A unique gene tree may be constructed for the data under

the assumption of no recombination or recurrent mutation. The gene tree is the perfect

phylogeny of the data, a unique representation of the full data up to the ordering of

mutations on edges. The gene tree is partially time ordered in the sense that certain mu-

tations have to occur in time before others. This tree is often a helpful way to visualise
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the mutational pattern. The gene tree vastly reduces the coalescent tree space that can

explain the data and this greatly aids inference. A representation of sequences in an

example data set is shown in Figure 2.3. Sites on a haplotype that are of a nonancestral

type, i.e. mutant, are marked with a cross. For example, at the vertical position of the

first cross the first haplotype has the ancestral allele while haplotypes gxv8ô have the mu-

tant allele at this site. The data may be represented as a 
ÂõÞö binary incidence matrix,

showing which of the 
 haplotypes have the ö observed segregating sites. The matrix

has elements Ä KNM �,� if the ¾ � 5 segregating site is of the mutant type in sequence ½ , and� otherwise. The binary incidence matrix for the example data set is shown in Table 2.2.

While a tree can be deduced from first principles and drawn by hand from the binary

incidence matrix it is a laborious and error prone process. Gusfield (1991) details an

efficient algorithm to produce the perfect phylogeny, the gene tree, from the data. This

is briefly detailed here.

1. Represent identical duplicate columns in the binary data matrix as a single col-

umn with a label corresponding to the identical columns. This collapses identical

mutations, for example columns �D� and �Eg are assigned to a single column la-

belled W��E� A �Ega[ .
2. Considering each column as a binary number, sort the numbers into increasing

order, with the smallest number in column one (note this is very slightly differ-

ent from the original Gusfield algorithm. The numbers were originally sorted in

decreasing order to be read from right to left).

3. Construct paths from the leaves of the tree to the root in the gene tree by labelling
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3
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Figure 2.3: An example data set. Each line represents a haplotype. The number to

the left of the haplotype is the multiplicity of that haplotype in the sample. Sites on a

haplotype which are nonancestral are shown as crosses.

multiplicities Segregating sites

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14

1 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

2 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0

9 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 0

1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1

3 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0

2 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 0

2 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0

Table 2.2: The binary incidence matrix for the example data set. � denotes the ancestral

type and � the mutant type
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Figure 2.4: The gene tree for the example data set. The black dots are the mutations

with their reference number written beside them, and the multiplicities of the various

types are given at the bottom.
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Figure 2.5: A possible coalescent tree for the example data. The horizontal lines are

where coalescent events take place, joining the two lineages that find their common

ancestor at this time. The axis on the righthand side gives the time in coalescent units.
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nodes by mutation column labels, and reading left to right where � ’s occur in

rows.

Figure 2.4 shows the gene tree for the example data set. It is unique up to the ordering

of the mutations Ws� A � A � A�û�A ô�[ , W�g A ��[ , and W��D� A �Dg@[ . A possible coalescent history that

could underlie the gene tree is shown in Figure 2.5. In a gene tree, mutations are ver-

tices and the coalescences are not observed. In a coalescent tree, coalescences are the

vertices and the mutations are on the edges. The infinitely-many-sites assumption is an

elegant approximation that is often made. In species such as humans the mutation rate

in many areas of the genome is suitably low that the assumption is not inappropriate.

The data might feature a small number of sites or sequences that violate the infinitely-

many-sites assumption (i.e. the data set has a small of sites that fail the four gamete

test (Hudson and Kaplan, 1985)). If this is the case, it is possible to prune the data set.

Sites may be removed, or an extra column added in the binary mutation matrix (if a

repeat mutation can be resolved in this way), or whole sequences removed. This would

make the data compatible with the infinitely many sites assumption. However issues

are raised by this treatment, firstly the results are questionable as important data might

have been excluded. In general, an incompatibility might suggest that the ‘tree’ is ex-

tended back deeper in time than the subsequent analysis will show. The incompatibility

after all represents another event on the tree and would deepen the tree if included.

In general the application of any method outside of its assumptions should be treated

carefully. As long as caution in interpreting the results is taken however, gene tree style

methods can still be useful.
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2.5 Previous Approaches to Modelling the Coalescent

with Selection

Selection is difficult to incorporate into the Coalescent framework as the mutation and

genealogical process are no longer independent, The relative birth rate of a parent is

now dependent on its type and that of the rest of the population, thus the coalescent rate

will depend on the allelic frequencies through time. This breaks down the elegance of

the Coalescent making analytical results much harder to obtain. A brief overview of

approaches to selection and the coalescent is given here.

The problem of incorporating non-deterministic selection into the Coalescent has been

tackled in a number of different ways. In this section we will briefly describe how this

has been done, and explain some of the advantages and disadvantages of the various

methods. A number of other approaches to selection and linked variation have been

developed and a few are mentioned here. Slatkin (2001) gives a method to generate

stochastic trajectories backwards in time in an expanding population. A coalescent

genealogy can be generated using this population trajectory, and the likelihood of the

decay of linkage disequilibrium from the selected locus evaluated given this genealogy.

Wiuf (2001) derived approximations to the coalescent for low frequency variants and

examined the effects of population expansion and selection. In Donnelly et al. (2001)

the observation that the stationary distribution of a nonneutral model with parent in-

dependent mutation is similar to that of the neutral distribution has been exploited to

develop simulation and inference methods.
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2.5.1 Ancestral Selection Graph (ASG)

The ASG, developed by Krone and Neuhauser (1997) and Neuhauser and Krone (1997),

is the genealogical process of the diffusion with selection. This is derived by consid-

ering first a graphical representation of the Moran model with selection and mutation.

In this representation a set of ] lines represent the population of size ] through time.

Forward in time two types of event may be placed on a line: mutations and arrows

connecting the line to another randomly chosen line. An arrow pointing to a line rep-

resents this line being replaced by an offspring from the line from which it points. In

terms of ancestry an arrow signifies the replacement of that individual’s ancestry with

the ancestral information of the line it points from. The rate that arrows are placed from

a line is determined by the allelic type of the line, a line of the selected type gives birth

at a higher rate than a neutral line.

Forward in time this process is simple. A type is drawn for an individual from the sta-

tionary distribution and this line proceeds forward mutating to other types being killed

and thus inheriting the type of the incoming arrow, and replacing other’s ancestry by its

own, by giving birth onto another line through an arrow event. A sample of individuals

may be examined, their ancestry followed back up the graph, crossing any arrows that

come into their line, and then following this ancestral line upward.

The difficulty arises when trying to construct the ancestry for a sample backward in

time, as the rate a line should give birth to arrows is not known as its allelic type is

unknown. Krone and Neuhauser (1997) over came this by letting all lines give birth to

arrows at the highest rate. These arrows are then probabilistically labelled, a form of

thinning, to determine whether an allelic type’s ancestral information may cross across

the arrow. When the ultimate ancestor of the sample (the topmost node in the graph,
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the first node where the number of lineages is one) is found backward in time its type

may be drawn from the stationary distribution of the allele frequency and this ancestral

information flows forward in time down the graph crossing arrows where the labels

permit.

The large population limit of this process is one where the usual coalescent process is

added to by branching events representing the labelled arrow events (or unresolved birth

events) thus a graph is created. When the ultimate ancestor of the sample is reached

a type is drawn from the stationary distribution and the graph is collapsed forward in

time, leaving the true ancestry. An example ASG is shown in Figure 2.6. The ancestry

of a sample of � has been followed back and the ancestral type � (the unfit type) of

the ultimate ancestor drawn. Following down the graph we do not cross the phantom

branch as the line is of the unfit type. To find the probability of a sample’s mutation

configuration a recursion, related to those of Griffiths and Tavaré, is constructed by

considering the generator (similar to that described in 2.2.2) of the diffusion process

acting on a multinomial sample.

The ASG effectively integrates out the population trajectory of the selected allele by the

introduction of the branching events. It has been adapted to frequency dependent selec-

tion (Neuhauser, 1999) and the graph process extended to incorporate recombination

and general selection (Donnelly and Kurtz, 1999). A computational method to obtain

the stationary distribution of complex mutation and selection models is developed for a

single locus by Fearnhead (2003) and for unlinked sites by Fearnhead (2001). However

the branching is extreme in the strong selection case and makes simulation difficult.

This has been partly overcome by ignoring certain branching events that have no ef-

fect on the ancestry (Slade, 2000b). Interesting results for the ASG have been derived

(Fearnhead, 2002) but analytical results are difficult to achieve and can lack an intuitive
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Figure 2.6: An example ASG taken from Neuhauser and Krone (1997). By the drawing

of the type for the Ultimate ancestor (UA) the true genealogy can be found. The true

genealogy is shown in bold having drawn an unfit type for the UA. The numbers at the

tips give the types.

element that coalescent results brought to population genetics. While good progress has

been made on inference (Slade, 2000a; Stephens and Donnelly, 2003) full likelihood of

linked data in this setting is still not possible.

2.5.2 Expectations of the Coalescent and Path Integrals

Kaplan et al. (1988) develop an approach to find expectations of various statistics of

the genealogy when selection acts at a single bi-allelic locus. The method has been

taken forward, the diffusion process rigorously proved and boundary conditions given

by Barton et al. (2004) and Barton and Etheridge (2004). Kaplan et al.’s 1988 method is

described in part here. Let üýW�Y\[l�,W�½ A ¾{[ be the selected allelic configuration of the lin-

eages ancestral to the sample in the Y � 5 generation, when there are ½ of
� �

, ¾ of
� �

. The
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notation £RüýW�Y\[D£ denotes the total number of lineages at Y , i.e. £RüfWZY\[D£@�,½x��¾ . The joint

evolution of the frequency of the selected allele and the ancestral lineages, üfWZY\[l�,W/½ A ¾{[
is studied. A Wright-Fisher model with recurrent mutation (see Section 2.1.2) is used to

model the population through time. There are two possible ways that the sample allelic

configuration, üýW�Y\[ , can change in the previous generation and these are now examined.

Case 1 £RüfWZYºv%�)[D£|þ��£NüfWZY^[E£
In this case a coalescence has occurred between two of the ancestral lineages, two of

the sampled genes have found a ancestral parent gene in the generation Y . For exampleüfWZY�v`�6[X�PW/½ A ¾±v��)[ , here two
���

genes have found a parent. The fraction of genes

contributed to the generation Y by a parental gene of type
��

in Y is� � � ��� �'W���v}� � [�� ���] � � �u»~¿ �] � À � � ��� W � � A Y\[]ÿ� � �u»~¿ �] � À A (2.40)

and probability of two sampled genes in Y�v%� having the same parent
� �

in Y is]U� � �)���6W �k�TA Y\[]U� � ��W � � A Y\[ �4» ¿ �] � À � �]U� � § � �4» ¿ �] � À � (2.41)

In the derivation of these quantities recall from Section 2.1.2 that�6���EW ���DA Y^[i� ��v©�� � � � �� � ��� �©� � Ws��v}� � [�� ��� � A (2.42)�6����W ���DA Y^[i� �� � � � � W��zv}� � [�� ��� �'W��zv}� � [ � � ��� � � (2.43)

As there are
� M � � pairs of ancestral lineages the probability of a coalescence in the ¾ ��

lineages in generation Y is approximately¿ ¾ g À �]ÿ�}W�Y\[ A (2.44)

similarly the probability of a coalescence in the ½ �ý� lineages in generation Y is approx-

imately ¿ ½g À �]ÂW��zv9�©W�Y\[�[ A (2.45)
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Case 2 £RüfWZYºv%�)[D£@��£NüfWZY^[E£ but üfWZYlv4�)[Xþ��üfWZY\[
In this case an ancestral lineage has moved between backgrounds. For example üýW�Y\[l�W/½���� A ¾�v©�)[ , a lineage has moved from the

�X�
background to the

�0�
background. The

probability of one of the ¾ ancestral
� �

lineages in generation Y�v4� having a parent
� �

in the generation before is¢ W"üýW�Y\[l�,W�½��%� A ¾fvu�6[�£�üýW�Y\[l�,W�½ A ¾{[ A � � [ � ¾ �6���6W ��\A Y\[��W ���TA Y\[ �4» ¿ �] � À A� ¾ �zv}� � § �� � § � J ���] A (2.46)

where J ��� is the population scaled mutation rate from
� �

to
� �

, see Section 2.2.2 for a

definition.

Using these cases, and placing the process on a diffusion time scale a set of linked

differential equations can be constructed for the expected times in the various parts of

the tree. These equations are related to the diffusion processes with killing discussed

in Section 2.2.2. In that lineages are killed by coalescence and lineages in an particular

type are killed by mutation and born into another type. The genealogy of a selectively

neutral locus partially linked to the selective locus was studied by Hudson and Kaplan

(1988), they find that the neutral locus recombines from the
� �

to
� �

background in

the Y � 5 generation with probability Ws��v}� � [��{eT] A (2.47)

and with probability � � �{eB] (2.48)

lineages recombine from the
�0�

to the
���

background, where � is the population scaled

recombination rate between the selected and neutral locus.
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2.6 Explicit Trajectory Models

While the ASG and the method of Barton and Etheridge (2004) integrate out the tra-

jectory of the selected allele, a number of approaches chose to keep the trajectory ex-

plicitly in the model. This approach is particularly favoured for strong selection as the

trajectory of the allele becomes increasing deterministic and thus better known. The

trajectory of the selected allele can be simulated or approximated by a deterministic

model. If the trajectory of the selected allele is known through time then the coalescent

can be simulated backwards in time using the frequency of the selected allele and the

ancestral allele as relative population sizes in a two deme subdivided population model

(Kaplan et al., 1988).

2.6.1 Deterministic Selection

Many approaches (see for example Przeworski (2003)) choose to approximate the fre-

quency of the selected allele through time with a deterministic trajectory. The deter-

ministic equation is found by treating the infinitesimal mean, JlW� x[ , as the rate of change

in a differential equation, for example in a model of genic selection²@ ²�Y �%JlW� L[ª� � ehg� FW���v� x[ ÃWZY\[l� ���� � §�ÕÕ Í Î�� � � � (2.49)

where 
 is the initial frequency of the selected allele. Deterministic approximations are

only valid when the infinitesimal mean is much greater than the infinitesimal variance,

i.e.
� !X! � . Figure 2.7 shows a comparison of a deterministic trajectory to stochastic

trajectories for
� �b�D� , while the stochastic trajectories are close to the deterministic

approximation there is still variance in the paths.
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Figure 2.7: A comparison of a deterministic trajectory (shown in the dashed line) with� stochastic trajectories for
� �,�D�
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Chapter 3

The Wright-Fisher Diffusion Process

and Reversibility

3.1 Properties of an Allele Segregating in the Popula-

tion

The retrospective properties of the frequency trajectory of an allele polymorphic in

the population have long been of interest in population genetics. These properties are

still very much an area of study today as questions in population genetic inference are

naturally concerned with the past history of alleles (Slatkin, 2002). Let >6�©W�Y\[ A Y�Oy�@I
be the trajectory of a diffusion process modelling the frequency of an allele at a biallelic

locus, where no recurrent mutation occurs, from when it arose at Yz�,� by a mutation.

This Wright-Fisher diffusion process model for the frequency has a generatorÐ%� �g ´ � W/ x[ � ��   � �©JlW� L[ ��   A (3.1)

where ´ � W� x[U�i FWs��vy x[ . In general frequency dependent selection model JlW/ x[U��� � W� x[� FW���v� x[ , where the selection rate of the mutant allele is
� W/ x[ , for a model of
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genic selection
� W/ x[l� � . The initial state of the process is �}W��a[���
 , where 
 will be

an arbitrarily small frequency, representing the mutation arising in one gene in a large

population of genes, i.e. 
��¹�6eT] as ] 7 : . Mutation rates in many organisms

are known to be low and thus a model of genetic drift and selection alone, as in this

case, is often thought to be appropriate. Importantly this model is the marginal diffu-

sion process model of the frequency of an allele at one site in the infinitely-many-sites

model. The age of an allele found at a frequency   in the population is well defined

in this model as the time since the allele was at a frequency 
 , as 
�7 � . However

this process can be conceptually difficult to understand as the introduction of the al-

lele by mutation is a unique event, rather than recurrent, and thus average properties of>6�}WZY\[ A YzO,�aI might be difficult to discuss. The boundaries � and � are the (only) ab-

sorbing states, since there is no recurrent mutation in the model, and so the process has

no stationary distribution. A number of different approaches have been used to study

the retrospective properties of >6�©W�Y\[ A Y�O%�@I and a selection of these will be reviewed.

The retrospective properties of the infinitely-many alleles model have also been an area

of thorough investigation (Watterson, 1976; Watterson and Guess, 1977; Maruyama

and Fuerst, 1983). While this review restricts itself to discussion of retrospective prop-

erties of an allele in a diffusion process setting the properties have also been studied

using discrete state space models (Kelly, 1977; Pakes, 1979; Tavaré, 1980; Pakes and

Tavaré, 1981; Donnelly, 1984) and coalescent approaches (Griffiths and Tavaré, 1998;

Wiuf and Donnelly, 1999; Stephens, 2000; Griffiths and Tavaré, 2003).

The transient pseudo-distribution, �ºW/¡{[ , sometimes termed the distribution under irre-

versible mutation or the population frequency spectrum, of the frequency of the allele

was derived by Wright (1938), and subsequently by Kimura (1964). The transient

pseudo-distribution is an improper distribution, as the normalisation constant is infin-

ity. ��W/ x[�²@  is proportional to the average amount of time spent in a frequency interval
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QR  A  ��©²@ {S before absorption at � or � for process with generator (3.1) as 
U7 � and an

explicit expression is ��W�¡�[�� ÏÂW/¡{[��{°BW/¡{[ A � # ¡ # � A (3.2)

where ÏÂW� L[ is the speed measure of the diffusion process and � ° W� x[ the probability of

hitting � before � from a frequency   (see Section 2.2.1 for explicit expressions). (3.2)

can be derived from as limit of the Green function, Ø�W�
 A ¡{[ , of the process¬��®Õ\¯t° Ø0W�
 A ¡�[���ÏÂW�¡�[���°BW�¡�[�� (3.3)

(3.2) and the Green function are also interpretable as the stationary distribution of the

return process analogue of >6�}WZY\[8£ Y�O��@I . This result was shown by Ewens (1963),

using a modified forward equation, and used by Ewens (1964) in various applications.

Return processes are discussed later in this Section. Figure 3.1 shows the population

frequency pseudo-distribution for a number of different selection values of a derived

allele for a genic model of selection. For all
�

the pseudo-distribution �ºW/ x[ concen-

trates on the tail-ends of of the interval [0,1]. For neutrality (i.e. a selection coefficient� ��� ) ��W� x[t� �Æ , nearly all neutral alleles are lost almost immediately and only rarely

will an allele reach higher frequencies by drift alone. For higher strengths of selection

the curve becomes increasing ‘U’ like, as
¬��® Î6¯�â���W/ x[0� QR FWs��v� L[�S § � (see Section

5.3.3 for a derivation of this). An allele conferring a large selective advantage spends

the vast majority of time at low or high frequencies, even for large
�

the allele is often

lost quickly from the population, while at high frequencies the derived allele can take a

long time to replace the few remaining ancestral alleles.

The time before the eventual loss or fixation of an allele has been studied extensively

by a number of authors (see Crow and Kimura (1970) and references therein). An-

other area of study concerned the time before a particular boundary is reached, i.e.

the time conditional on the point of absorption, in effect paths destined for the other
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Figure 3.1: The population frequency spectrum of a derived mutation under a variety

of genic selection coefficients
� ��� (+),

� �,�D�
	 ,
� �.�D�����

boundary are ignored (Kimura and Ohta, 1969). This question is of interest as the

time for an allele to fix in a population has a direct bearing on the rate of divergence

between recently split species. The forward and backward equations conditional on

hitting the boundary � before � were derived in a population genetics setting by Ewens

(1973). Maruyama (1972) using the backward equation and techniques developed in

Maruyama and Kimura (1971), derived the expectation and variance of the amount of

time spent by paths in a frequency interval QN¡ A ¡Á��²@¡@S given  FW/�a[ÿ�P
 and eventual

fixation. Maruyama terms the expected time in a frequency interval the conditional

sojourn time, but in a more general setting it would be called the Green function of the

conditional process described by Ewens (1973). The sojourn times of the conditional

process for a model of genic selection depend on £ � £ only, thus, although the probability

of a negatively selected allele reaching fixation is much smaller than that of a positively

selected allele, conditional on reaching fixation the amount of time spent at intervening

frequencies is the same.
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Kimura and Ohta (1973) studied the expected age of a neutral allele found at frequency  , � #   # � , in the population. Let ��W�
 A   A Y\[ be the transition density of the diffusion

process (defined in Section 2.2.2) and Ö�Õ denote the time since the frequency of the

allele was 
 (note that this does not have to be the last time the frequency was 
 ). Then,

for an allele whose frequency is currently  ¸ Æ W/Ö�ÕE[ � ¸ W\Ö,£� ÃW��a[l��
 A  FW/Ö�[l�� x[ (3.4)� Ö � � �ÆÖ � ° �Æ A (3.5)

where Ö � K �Æ �`Å â° Y K ��W�
 A   A Y\[�²�Y A ½l�%� A � AECDCDC (3.6)

Kimura and Ohta (1973) use a modified forward equation to obtain expressions for Ö �
and Ö�° . They find the expected Ö of a neutral allele to bev�g � Ws��vÂ
p[ 
 § � ¬��� W���vÂ
p[��� FW���v� x[ § � ¬���  Á�'� � � (3.7)¸ Æ W Age [ , the expected age of the allele, is the limit of (3.4) as 
U7 � thus¸ Æ W Age [¤� v�g� FW��zv� L[ § � ¬���  F� (3.8)

They find the second moment of the age to be FW���v� x[ § � ¬���  8v Å Æ° Ws��v�q�[ § � ¬��� q@²@q{� (3.9)

They noted

One additional property of neutral alleles which may be of interest from a

mathematical standpoint is that the average age of a mutant allele having

a current frequency ¡ (assuming 
}��� ) is equal to the average time until

extinction of the same allele (excluding the cases of its eventual fixation).
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In upper part of Figure 3.2 a sample path of an allele currently at frequency   is shown.

A sample path of an allele from a frequency   forward in time to loss is shown in lower

part of Figure 3.2. Kimura and Ohta’s (1973) observation is that the expected time of

both of these events is the same, this observation is indicative of the reversibility results

that followed later. Maruyama (1974) considered the age of an allele found at   in

the population in two cases, the first is that of one way mutation away from the allele,J ��� ! � A J ��� ��� for the process with the generator given in Section 2.2.2. The second

case examined by Maruyama is that of no recurrent mutation but genic selection acting

on the allele. When one way mutation acts on the frequency of the allele there are two

possible interpretations of the age as the boundary at � is no longer absorbing. The

first is that the age of the allele excludes those trajectories that have reached fixation

at some point in the past, the second interpretation is that the age of the allele includes

those trajectories that have reached fixation one or more times in the past. Expressions

for the expected age and second moment of the age in the various cases were derived

by Maruyama using the backward equation and sojourn times in an approach similar

to that of Maruyama (1972). Maruyama (1974) notes that the age of an allele in the

case of genic selection is the same irrespective of the sign of
�

. This is a generalisation

of the observation that the time for an allele to fix in the population, conditional on it

fixing, depends only on £ � £ made in Maruyama (1972).

A diffusion process conditional on fixation, starting from near � , and a diffusion pro-

cess, initially close to � , conditioned on loss were found to have identical sojourn times

by Maruyama and Kimura (1974). This result is, once again, indicative of the underly-

ing reversibility of the process, in this case for paths conditioned on reaching � before � .
The approach of Maruyama (1974) was generalised by Maruyama and Kimura (1975)

to allow moments of the integral along sample paths of any function of gene frequency,�XW"É@[ , to be evaluated conditional on the current frequency   . The reader is reminded
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Figure 3.2: The upper half of the figure shows the trajectory of an allele forward in time

from when it is introduced into the population, passing through a frequency intervalQR  A  f�%²@ {S , before going to fixation in this case. The lower half of the figure shows a

trajectory of an allele forward in time starting from an initial frequency   , going to loss.

that Ö is the current time. In their general formulation the first moment of the integral

of �W�É@[ along paths, a generalised version of (3.4), is¸ ¿ Å Ô° � �  FWZY^[ � ²�Y�£� FW/�@[¤�©
 A  ÃW�Ö�[��'  À ��� � � �Æ W�
�[se�� � ° �Æ W�
�[ (3.10)

where, by considering sample paths in the frequency interval Q�É A É��4²�É6S at time Y � on
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the way to   from 
 ,� � � �Æ W�
�[ � Å â° Å â� � ��W�
 A É A Y � [��XW"É@[���W�É A   A Y � v}Y � [�²�Y � ²�Y �\A (3.11)� Å �° Ø0W�
 A É@[��XW"É@[sØ0W"É A  x[�²@  A (3.12)� � ° �Æ W�
�[ � Å â° Å â� � ��W�
 A É A Y � [��ºW"É A   A Y � v}Y � [�²�Y � ²�Y �BA (3.13)� Å â° ��W�
 A   A Y\[�²�Y A (3.14)� Ø0W�
 A  x[ A (3.15)

where Ø0W�
 A  x[ is the Green function of the process. To obtain (3.4), the time since the

allele was at a frequency 
 given that the current frequency is   , �XW"É@[ is set equal to � .
(3.10) may be rewritten as¸ ¿ Å�Ô° � �  ÃWZY\[ � ²�Y�£� FW/�@[l��
 A  FW/Ö�[l��  À �yÅ �° �W�É@[ Ø0W�
 A É@[�Ø0W�É A  x[Ø�W�
 A  x[ ²�É (3.16)

thus Ø Æ W�
 A É@[¤� Ø�W�
 A É@[sØ0W"É A  x[Ø0W�
 A  x[ (3.17)

is the conditional Green function (or conditional sojourn time), i.e. the expected amount

of time spent in a frequency interval Q É A ÉX�'²�É6S conditional on  FW/�@[��~
 A  ÃW�Ö�[X�b  .
For a general introduction to the conditional Green function see Maruyama (1977). In

the limit as 
+7�� then (3.16) is the general formula for the expectation of the integral

along sample paths of Ñ|W/ x[ since the allele arose till the current time Ö . This approach

helps to elucidate the use of solutions to the backward equation conditional on the cur-

rent frequency used in previous papers by the two authors. A difficulty noted by Sawyer

(1977) is that (3.10) is not exact unless the present time Ö is defined.

The papers discussed so far stimulated other authors to examine the problem of retro-

spective properties of processes in population genetics. A diffusion process with killing
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(see Section 2.2.2) was introduced to study expected values of functionals of the retro-

spective path by Sawyer (1977). Sawyer (1977) offered an interpretation of the current

time Ö in (3.10). In his Bayesian formulation the age of the allele, á , is found by¸ Æ W � ÑpÍ6[l� ¬��®Õ�¯t° ¬��®Ô ¯�â ¸ ¿ Å�ÔÔ §ëä ²�Y�£� FW/�@[¤�©
 A  ÃW�Ö�[��'  À A (3.18)

where the prior on á is uniformly distributed on QN� A Ö�S , i.e. the mutation is equally

likely to have occurred at any time in the past. Levikson (1977) studied the distribution

of the age of the allele utilising both Markov Chain and Diffusion return processes. In a

Diffusion return process, >6� ¶ W�Y\[�£6YtO��@I , when a sample path reaches either boundary

it is immediately returned to some fixed interior point, 
 . Levikson (1977) postulated

that the distribution of the age of the return process
� W/��[ found at a frequency   , i.e.

the last time the process was returned, is� W � W/��[F=}WZY A Y���²�Y^[H£)� ¶ W/��[��� x[l� �ºW�
 A   A Y^[�²�YÌ â° ��W�
 A   A Y\[�²�Y A (3.19)

as 
u7 � this is the distribution of the age of the allele. The use of return processes

is thought desirable by many authors as discussion of average properties is felt to be

more valid for a process that repeats itself than a single unique event. Ewens (1979)

notes that the return process for a discrete state space model is similar to a process with

a small recurrent mutation rate � , as �f7 � . This approach is similar to one used by

Griffiths (2003) discussed later.

A key idea in understanding many of the results in stochastic process theory as applied

to genetics is the reversibility of the process. A process is defined by Watterson (1977)

as reversible if:

given the present state of a stochastic process, the statistical properties of

its future behaviour are the same as those for its past history treated as a

stochastic process with time running forward.
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A continuous time Markov Chain 
 � ���KRM � ¢ W��©W�Y\[z�%¾}£@�}W��a[��.½"[ is reversible if and

only if for all ½ and ¾  K 
 � ���KRM �  M 
 � ���M/K A (3.20)

where  K is the stationary distribution of the process at state ½ . (3.20) is termed the de-

tailed balance equation (see Feller (1968)). (3.20) is equivalent to the simpler equation

that the Markov Chain is reversible if for all ½ and ¾ K öBKRM��  M�ö^M�K A (3.21)

where the matrix ! , with elements >�ö KNM I , is the rate matrix of the Markov Chain. Pro-

cesses in population genetics are often not strictly reversible. The forward process

without knowledge of the boundary it arose from is reversible. However, in the case

when the allele of interest is known to be derived (i.e. �}W/�@[U�$� ) then the forward

process must be conditioned on �}W�:%[f�d� in order to match the backward process.

The term reversibility in population genetics is often abused to include those processes

describing derived alleles where the statistical properties of the forward path are iden-

tical to those of the path backward in time conditional on the loss of the allele forward

in time. These processes should perhaps be termed ‘quasi-reversible’ but unfortunately

this distinction has not been in the literature.

Watterson (Watterson, 1976, 1977) first used reversibility to study the distribution of the

age of an allele. Watterson (1977) observed that a return process has a stationary distri-

bution as the boundaries are no longer absorbing, see Ewens (1963) for the derivation.

The transition density of many one dimensional diffusion processes may be written as��W�  A ¡ A Y^[ª��ÏÂW/¡{[�(FW/  A ¡ A Y\[ (3.22)

where ÏÂW/¡{[ is the speed measure of the diffusion process and (FW/  A ¡ A Y\[ is a symmetric

function in   and ¡ , i.e. (FW/  A ¡ A Y\[8� (FW/¡ A   A Y\[ . Often (FW/  A ¡ A Y\[ can be written in a
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spectral expansion representation in terms of a set of functions orthogonal to ÏÂW/ x[ ,
see Section �D� of Chapter �D� of Karlin and Taylor (1981). Let "�W C�A$#pA$% [ denote a beta

distribution with parameters
#

and
%
. The transition function of the one dimensional

neutral Wright-Fisher diffusion process, with no mutation, can be written as�ºW/  A ¡ A Y\[l��ÏÂW/¡{[ âç G è � ² G W�Y\[ G^§ �ç & è � ¿ <' À   & Ws��v� x[ G^§ & "�W�¡)( ' �'� A <fv ' �'�)[ A (3.23)

where ²aG�WZY\[ is the distribution of the number of lines, < , at time Y in a pure death process

where lines die at rate
� G � � , <«�~g A � ADCDCEC , with an entrance boundary at : . This death

process is called the lines of descent process (Griffiths, 1980) and is the genealogical

process underlying the neutral diffusion process (see Tavaré (1984) for a discussion of

the line-of-descent process and its relationship to the coalescent). For a model of genic

selection the transition density may be written as��W�  A ¡ A Y\[$� Ï«W�¡�[ âç G è � G\§ �ç & è � ²@G^§ &�* & W�Y\[ ¿ <' À   & W���v� x[ G\§ &,+ W/< A ' [�¡ & Ws��v�¡{[ G\§ & A
(3.24)+ W�< A ' [ § � � Å �° ÏÂW�É@[�É & Ws��vuÉ@[ G\§ & ²�É

where ²aG\§ &�* & W�Y\[ is a process with births and deaths, with an entrance boundary of :
partitioned into   and ��v�  (Barbour et al., 2000). The diffusion process analogue of

the detailed balance equation (Keilson, 1965)Ï«W� x[���W�  A ¡ A Y^[º�'Ï«W�¡�[���W�¡ A   A Y\[ (3.25)

is satisfied. ��W�  A ¡ A Y\[ is reversible with respect to the speed measure of the diffusion,

i.e. the stationary distribution of the return process. An analogous form of (3.21) also

exists for diffusion processes relating the generators of the forward and time reversed

processes. Using (3.19) and (3.25) Watterson (1977) showed that the distribution of the

age of the allele could be obtained by a reversibility argument i.e.

the past age density equals the future absorption time density, (Watterson,

1977).
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Let >6�fÒzW�Y\[±£pY�OP�@I be a diffusion process with population scaled mutation rate J ���
and J ��� between alleles. The generator of this process is given in Section 2.2.2. This

process has stationary distribution W� x[l�  .- �/�/§ � W��zv} x[/- �µ�\§ � �@W/ x[Ì �°   - �/�/§ � Ws��v© x[ - �µ�^§ � �aW� x[�²@  � (3.26)>6�fÒ�WZY\[9£�YÂO��aI is reversible with respect to the stationary distribution  W/ x[ . Let>6��0�W�Y\[�£6Y_O`�@I be the process with generator (3.1) where the allele is not known to be

ancestral or derived, i.e. �©W/�@[� � A � . Thus an interpretation of the >6� 0 W�Y\[f£{Y0OP�aI
reversibility with respect to ÏÂW/ x[ is that >6� 0 W�Y\[+£ªY¼O��@I is the limiting process of>6�fÒ�WZY\[�£6YtO��aI as J �BA J � 7�� , and that Ï«W� x[ is the limiting un-normalised distribution

of  W/ x[ . A different interpretation of ÏÂW/ x[ is that it is the transient pseudo-distribution

(3.2) of the diffusion process when the state of the allele as ancestral or derived is

unknown i.e. ��W� 9£6 FW/�@[¤�1� A �6[1� ÏÂW/ x[���°EW/ x[x��ÏÂW/ x[�� � W� x[¤�'ÏÂW/ x[\� (3.27)

Thus, even if the mutation is a unique event the process >6�}WZY^[ÿ£xY±Od�@I can be said

to be reversible with respect to the sample path average transient pseudo-distribution.

Once the process has been reversed then the forward path can be conditioned on the al-

lele eventually being lost from the population, �©W":%[��'� thus matching the backward

path having initial condition �}W/�@[���� .
Nagasawa and Maruyama (1979) and Tavaré (1979) formalised the reversibility argu-

ment of Watterson (1977). Nagasawa and Maruyama (1979) discuss the links between

the forward in time methods (i.e. the conditional Green function (3.17)) and the re-

versed process, and offer an interpretation of the current time Ö in (3.10). They noted

that Ö can be thought of as the last time, before loss or fixation, that the state   is vis-

ited, but that this is approximately the same for large Ö as for the current time, see van

Herwaarden and van der Wal (2002) for discussion. This explanation however perhaps
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lacks the elegance of the Bayesian interpretation offered by Sawyer (1977).

Let >6�32DW�Y\[ A Y0O��@I denote the trajectory of the time reversed process where Y�2� is

the present day and �©W/�a[k�~  . Nagasawa and Maruyama (1979) derive the transition

density and generator of the time reversed diffusion process. They find that the tran-

sition density of the time reversed diffusion process, �42DW/  A ¡ A Y\[ , is the identical to the

forward process conditioned on hitting zero, thus� 2 W�  A ¡ A Y^[º���ºW/  A ¡ A Y\[ � ° W�¡�[�{°BW/ x[ � (3.28)

The generator of >6� 2 W�Y\[ A Y_O��aI , Ð 2 , is similar to Ð with JlW� L[ replaced byJ 2 W/ x[l�'JlW/ x[ºv �@W/ x[�´ � W/ x[Ì �Æ �@W��L[�²@� � (3.29)

For example, in the case of a model of genic selection, i.e.
� W/ x[º� � ,J 2 W� L[ª�,v �g �  FW���v� x[/5 �687 � �g � W��tv� x[ � A (3.30)

which is a symmetric function of
�

, i.e. it depends only on £ � £ . Thus the observation

of Maruyama (1974) that the age of an allele, found at a frequency   , experiencing

genic selection depends on £ � £ alone can be understood in terms of the conditional

process and seen to hold for all properties of the retrospective path >6�92DW�Y\[ A Y±O&�aI .
Another interpretation of the reversibility of the process, introduced here, is gained by

considering a process, with a transition density �:26W/  A ¡ A Y\[ , which can be seen to satisfyÏÂW/ x[���°EW/ x[��ºW/  A ¡ A Y\[��1Ï«W�¡�[��{°TW�¡�[�� 2 W�¡ A   A Y\[�� (3.31)

(3.31) is not the detailed balance equation in that the transition density of the starred

process is not the transition density of the forward process. (3.31) could be thought of

as a quasi-detailed balance equation in that the process, with transition density �ºW/  A ¡ A Y\[
is quasi-reversible with respect to Ï«W� x[��p°DW� x[ , the stationary distribution of the return
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process (or in a nonrecurrent setting the transient pseudo-distribution for a derived al-

lele).

A different approach to the problem of the unique event of the allele arising and its path

before loss or fixation was developed by Sawyer and Hartl (1992). The authors con-

sidered a model of an infinite number of unlinked sites, in a Wright-Fisher population,

with population size ] . A mutation arises in the population with probability �@j per

generation. �)j is related to the population scaled mutation rate J , ]¼��j;�bJ . Once

a mutation has taken place at a site no subsequent mutation occurs at this site. The

frequency of the mutant allele at the ½ � 5 site < generations after the mutation arose is� jK * G , and as the sites are unlinked the processes >6� jK * G I are noninteracting. The process

is taken to the diffusion limit and has a generator (3.1). Sawyer and Hartl wish to inte-

grate the expectation of a function �XW/¡{[ , where �XW/�@[t� �Ws�)[�� � , over ¡ weighted by

the number of sites where the frequency of the allele is in the interval QR¡ A ¡���²@¡@S at the

current time ( ��*�¡8*,� ). This can be evaluated by¬��®j�¯�â j_§ �ç M�è � �XW�¾{eB]+[��)j âç Kµè � âç G è ° ¢ W�� jK * G ��¾{eB]¹£6� K * °z�y�6eT]Þ[ (3.32)

�%J�Å �° �XW/¡{[�ÏÂW/¡{[��{°DW�¡�[�²@¡�� (3.33)

This approach leads to the Poisson random field method to analyse data from unlinked

sites in the genome and evaluate the average selection coefficient of a nonsynomous

mutations at unlinked sites in the genome (Sawyer and Hartl, 1992). The Poisson ran-

dom field approach has been extended to estimate the distribution of selective effects

(Bustamante et al., 2003); there the selection parameter
�

, of an allele is drawn from

a distribution and Bayesian and Maximum likelihood methods to estimate the parame-

ters of the distribution of selective effects are considered. The method of Sawyer and

Hartl (1992) of considering infinitely-many-unlinked sites is a product state space ap-

proach and perhaps gives a clearer biological intuition than the return process and more
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rigorous state space for the process averaged over in deriving the transient pseudo-

distribution (3.2). The distribution of the age of an allele found at frequency   in

the population will now be informally derived using the infinitely-many-unlinked sites

framework. ×=< * > denotes the Kronecker delta ( ×=< * > �2� if
# � % and is zero otherwise).

Letting �XW�¾{eT] A <�[_� × M � j * Æ only the two inner summations in (3.32) remain¬��®j�¯�â �6j âç Kµè � âç G è ° ¢ W�� jK * G �� �£D� K * °��.�)eB]+[t�'J ¬��®Õ�¯t° Å â° ��W�
 A   A Y\[�²�Y A (3.34)

thus from (3.33) this is equal to JLÏ«W� x[��{°DW� L[�²@ F� (3.35)

This can be interpreted as the expected number of alleles at independent sites (having

arisen at some point in the past) that are currently in the frequency interval QR  A  ��²@ �S ,
this is analogous to ��W� x[�²@  . If instead of �W�¾�eB]+[�� × M � j * Æ , we let �XW�¾{eB] A <�[��× M � j * Æ × G * � then (3.32) becomes¬��®j�¯�â �6j âç K è � ¢ W�� jK * � �� 9£D� K * °z�,�)eB]+[_�%J ¬��®Õ�¯t° ��W�
 A   A Y\[�²@ F� (3.36)

This is the expected number of alleles at independent sites that have arisen at a timeY in the past and currently are in the frequency interval QN  A  8�%²@ {S . By a relative rate

argument the distribution of the age of an allele found at a current frequency   in the

population is ¬��®Õ�¯t° JL��W�
 A   A Y\[�²@ JFÏÂW/ x[���°EW/ x[�²@  � (3.37)

While the infinitely-many-unlinked sites model of Sawyer and Hartl (1992) uses for-

ward in time arguments, a backward in time argument using reversibility based on the

average occupancy of a frequency interval, (3.35), would be possible. This form of

reversibility would have much in common with the quasi-reversibility possible using

the transient pseudo-distribution as an unnormalised stationary distribution, see (3.31).
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Reversibility of a diffusion process with killing, see Section 2.2.2, is considered by

Griffiths (2003) and Patterson (2004). Both consider a process that describes the time

to the first coalescence in < lineages that coalesce at rate
� G � � eD�326W�Y\[ , where >6�32DW�Y\[±£Y_O`�@I is a diffusion process, with a forward in time generator as in (3.1). The generator

of the process with killing is Ð 2 v � G � � e6  . This process is similar to that described in

Barton et al. (2004) and Barton and Etheridge (2004), discussed in Section 2.5.2, but

their diffusion process has recurrent mutation and thus a stationary distribution. Pat-

terson studies the case of JlW/ x[X�2� while Griffiths (2003) considers the general case.

Griffiths (2003) discusses the results found in relation to those of Griffiths and Tavaré

(2003) derived in a coalescent framework.

3.2 Properties of an Allele Segregating in a Sample

Results of Griffiths (2003) are now discussed in detail, as they underpin much of the

work in this thesis. In Griffiths’ work the sample path >6�©W�Y\[X£�YkO,�aI is a single path

and reversibility with respect to ÏÂW/ x[ is given the interpretation of being the sample

path average rate of occupance of QR  A  8�4²@ {S , i.e. interpretation given in (3.27). This

sample path average approach utilised by Griffiths is close to that studied by Kimura

and Maruyama in a number of papers, in that average properties are discussed without

recourse to a processes to average over as in the Poisson random field or return process

approach. The population frequency is often unknown; more frequently the allele is

known to be present in ß out of ßU�4Ï genes. Griffiths (2003) considers retrospective

properties of >6�}WZY^[0£{YXO��@I in a general diffusion model, where only a sample from

the population is known.

Consider the rate that sample paths of diffusion process, at time Y , produce the sample
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ß of the selected allele out of ß+�%Ï genes. The joint probability of the sample and

density of the frequency   at time Y is¿ ß8��Ïß À   à W��zv� L[ Ò ��W�
 A  :(�Y\[\� (3.38)

Integrating with respect to   gives¢ W/ß A ß8��Ïi£B
 A Y\[��yÅ �° ¿ ß8��Ïß À   à Ws��v� x[ Ò ��W�
 A  :(�Y\[�²@  A (3.39)

this is the probability of obtaining the sample at time Y . The density of the population

frequency at time Y given the sample frequency is�ºW/ 9£�ß A ß8��Ï A 
 A Y^[i� ��W�  A ß A ß8��Ï £\
 A Y^[¢ W/ß A ßÓ��Ïé£B
 A Y^[ �� � à ê�Òà �   à Ws��v© L[ Ò ��W�
 A  :(�Y\[Ì �° � à ê�Òà �   à W��zv� L[ Ò ��W�
 A  :(�Y\[�²@ � ÏÂW�
�[ÏÂW�
�[ � à ê�Òà �   à Ws��v© L[ Ò ��W�
 A  :(�Y\[Ì �° � à ê�Òà �   à W��zv� L[ Ò ��W�
 A  :(�Y\[�²@  � (3.40)

Using the reversibility of the process (3.25) the probability of obtaining the sample

along paths can now be considered forward in time from   to 
 ,� à ê�Òà �   à W���v� x[ Ò ÏÂW/ x[���W/  A 
?(�Y\[Ì �° �/à ê�Òà �   à Ws��v� L[ Ò Ï«W� x[���W�  A 
@(�Y\[�²@  � (3.41)

Integrating (3.39) with respect to Y the total rate at which diffusion paths give the sam-

ple, can be found�ºW/ß A ß8��Ï £B
�[��yÅ â° Å �° ¿ ß8��Ïß À   à W��zv� x[ Ò ÏÂW/ x[��ºW/  A 
@(sY^[�²@ p²�Y (3.42)

We now find the joint density at a time Y of the population frequency given the sample

configuration. Through conditioning we arrive at� à ê�Òà �   à Ws��v� x[ Ò Ï«W� x[���W�  A 
@(�Y\[Ì â° Ì �° �/à ê�Òà �   à Ws��v� x[ Ò ÏÂW� L[���W�  A 
@(�Y\[�²@ p²�Y A� � à ê�Òà �   à W��zv� L[ Ò Ï«W� x[���W�  A 
@(�Y\[���°BW� L[�{°6W/ x[ Ì â° Ì �° � à ê�Òà �   à W���v� x[ Ò ÏÂW/ x[��ºW/  A 
?(�Y\[�²@ p²�Y � (3.43)
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Let A Æ W�Y\[ denote the density of the time to be absorbed at � from a frequency   condi-

tional on absorption at � . The following two limits are now used¬��®Õ�¯t° �ºW/  A 
?(�Y\[� ° W/ x[ ��A Æ W�Y\[ A (3.44)

and ¬��®Õ�¯t° Å â° �ºW/  A 
@(sY^[�²�Y¤�1��°6W� x[\� (3.45)

The first limit states that the distribution of the time to � is the limit of probability

conditional on hitting zero ( �}W�:%[¤�1� ) of being at a frequency 
 at a time Y as 
U7 � .
The second limit is that the probability of hitting � before � is the limit the transition

function density at a frequency 
 , as 
}7 � , integrated over all Y . The limit of (3.43)

using (3.44) and (3.45) as 
¼7¹� is� à ê�Òà �   à W��zv} x[ Ò ÏÂW/ x[���°EW/ x[BA Æ W�Y\[Ì �° � à ê�Òà �   à W��zv� x[ Ò ÏÂW/ x[��{°BW/ x[�²@  � (3.46)

The density of the age of the mutation given the sample configuration is found by

integrating (3.46) over   Ì �°   à Ws��v� x[ Ò ÏÂW� L[�� ° W� x[BA Æ W�Y\[�²@ Ì �°   à W���v� x[ Ò ÏÂW/ x[�� ° W/ x[�²@  A
(3.47)

and the expectation of the age of the mutation given the sample isÌ �°   à Ws��v� x[ Ò ÏÂW/ x[��{°DW� x[ ¸ Æ W � ÑpÍ)[�²@ Ì �°   à W���v� x[ Ò ÏÂW/ x[�� ° W/ x[�²@  � (3.48)

This can be numerically solved using Gaussian quadrature, and has been implemented

by myself for the analysis in (Römpler et al., 2004). The density of the population

frequency given the sample is found by integrating (3.46) over Y��W� 9£6ß A ßÓ��Ï+[l� � à ê�Òà �   à Ws��v� x[ Ò ÏÂW/ x[��{°DW� x[Ì �° � à ê�Òà �   à W���v� x[ Ò ÏÂW/ x[���°EW/ x[�²@  � (3.49)

A Bayesian interpretation of (3.49) is that Ï«W� x[��p°DW/ x[ is an improper prior on the pop-

ulation frequency   , this prior is the pseudo-transient distribution (3.2).
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The Figures 3.3, 3.4 and 3.5 show the frequency spectrum given a sample of �E� genes

with different numbers ( � A � and ô ) of the selected allele found in the sample. In each

of these figures a "�W C�ADC [ distribution is shown as a solid line for comparison to the pos-

terior when under the prior all frequencies were equally likely. In Figure 3.3 the neutral

(
� �b� ) line peaks at just above ���R� . Under neutrality ÏÂW� L[�� ° W/ x[X� �Æ , thus the fre-

quency distribution is "�W�ß A Ï �,�6[ , this peaks lower than expected if all frequencies

were equally likely. The two lines for strong selection (
� �2��� A �D��� ) both peak close

to ���	� as the population frequency distribution 7 �Æ � � § Æ � as
� 7 : thus they peak

at approximately the same point as the "�W û{A�û [ shown in a sold line, however they are

more diffuse distributions.

In Figure 3.4 the distributions given the sample of � mutant alleles out of �E� sampled

are shown. Their peaks are shifted downwards with respect to "�W�� ADC [ as a selected

allele spends little time in the intermediate frequencies and a neutral allele is unlikely

to reach them. Figure 3.5 shows how a sample of ô out of �D� affects the frequency

spectrum. The neutral line is shifted down as it is unlikely that a neutral allele would be

at a frequency as high as ���³ôh� . The strong selection lines are shifted to high frequencies

because the selected allele spends more time at high and low frequencies than at those

in the middle.

The Figure 3.6 shows how larger samples quickly overcome the shift towards lower

frequencies in a neutral frequency spectrum given the sample. The prior implies the

frequency of ����� is unlikely to be reached by a neutral trajectory but with a sample of�D� out g�� the posterior frequency is quite likely to be in the region of ���	� .
��W� y£Fß A ß¦�'Ï+[ can also be derived using forward in time arguments and the Green
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function, which is completely equivalent to the approach outlined above. The amount

of time spent in a small frequency interval W/  A  ��Þ²@ x[ given  FW/�@[¤��
 is Ø0W�
 A  L[�²@  (see

equation (2.26)). Thus the rate that a particular frequency   gives rise to the sample

is the product of the expectation of the amount of time spent in W�  A  -��²@ x[ and the

probability that the sample was taken when the population frequency was   . As the

initial frequency 
U7 � this isg ¿ Ï ��ßß À   à W���v� x[ Ò � � W�
p[�ÏÂW/ x[{Å �Æ �@W/��[�²@� A 
 #  -*,� A (3.50)

noting that the Green function for   # 
 is negligible as 
+7�� . The rate that any path

generates the sample is the integral over (3.50) with respect to  gª¿ Ï ��ßß À � � W�
�[ Å �°   à W���v� x[ Ò ÏÂW/ x[{Å �Æ �@W���[�²@��²@  (3.51)

The density of the frequency conditional on the sample is given by a relative rate ar-

gument, i.e. the rate that the frequency   gives rise to the sample compared to any

population frequency g � Òªê àà �   à W��zv} x[ Ò � � W�
p[�ÏÂW/ x[ Ì �Æ �@W/��[�²@�g � Òlê àà � � � W�
�[ Ì �°   à Ws��v© x[ Ò ÏÂW/ x[ Ì �Æ �aW���[�²@��²@  � (3.52)

Obtaining this result via the Green function is similar to the way this result could be

derived in a Poisson random field approach. Although this result is easier to gain access

to, it lacks the elegance of the above approach that allows the age conditional on the

sample and the frequency spectrum of the sample to be found simultaneously.

3.3 The Moran Model and Reversibility

The diffusion process can be approximated with a Moran model having a population

size of ] genes to simulate a trajectory. Then, forward in time, the number of copies
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Figure 3.3: The frequency spectrum of a derived mutation conditional on observing

a sample of 10 containing 5 copies of the selected allele under a variety of selection

coefficients:
� �¹� (+),

� � �E� ( 	 ),
� � �E��� ( � ) and the solid line is a
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distribution.
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Figure 3.4: The frequency spectrum of a derived mutation conditional on observing

a sample of �D� containing � copies of the selected allele under a variety of selection

coefficients:
� �¹� (+),

� � �E� ( 	 ),
� � �E��� ( � ) and the solid line is a

� WZ� A$C [
distribution.
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Figure 3.5: The frequency spectrum of a derived mutation conditional on observing

a sample of �D� containing ô copies of the selected allele under a variety of selection

coefficients:
� �¹� (+),
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distribution.
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Figure 3.6: The frequency spectrum of a neutral derived mutation conditional on ob-

serving a variety of samples: g out of �ýW"�X[ , � out of �E� ( 	 ), and �E� out of g�� ( � ).
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of the mutant allele >@VXW�Y\[ A Y8O$�aI is governed by a continuous time birth and death

process. A fixed population size of ] genes is kept so that at time Y the number of

mutant genes is VXWZY^[ and the number of non-mutant genes is ] vyVXW�Y\[ . The statesq+�P� and q+� ] are absorbing states. The Moran model approximating the general

diffusion process, see for example Griffiths (2003), has birth and death rates that are

respectively, with  -��¾{eT] ,c M � �g ]¦W"]¼´ � W� x[x�}JªW/ x[�[ A J M � �g ]¦W"]Ó´ � W/ x[Fv}JªW/ x[�[�� (3.53)

In the case of frequency dependent selectionc M �`c � j � Ws�t� �g �DjzW�¾{[�[Ê¾�W�]PvÂ¾{[�eB] A J M �yc � j � Ws��v �g �Dj�W�¾{[�[ ¾pW�]PvÂ¾�[seT] A
where c � j � � ]fe6g and � j W�¾{[Þ� � W/ x[�ehga] . Reproduction in this model is at ratec � j � W��Xv��Dj�W�¾�[se6g@[ per non-mutant gene, where a non-mutant gene is chosen at ran-

dom to reproduce and a gene (of either type) is chosen at random to die, and similarly

with rate c � j � W����4�Dj�W�¾{[�e6g@[ for mutant genes. In the Moran model the probability of

absorption into state 0 from an initial state q (Karlin and Taylor, 1975) is

� j° W�q�[l� E jt§ �Kµè wGF KM�è �IH -KJL JNM�t� E jt§ �Kµè � F KM�è �IH -KJL J M � (3.54)

We choose to approximate >6� 2 WZY\[ A YXO��@I by first approximating >6�©W�Y\[ A Y0O~�aI by a

Moran Model as >@V�W�Y\[ A Y0Od�@I and then reversing the Moran Model >@V
2TW�Y\[ A YfOP�aI .
An alternative approach would be to approximate >6�92DW�Y\[ A Y+O �@I directly by simu-

lating from a Moran Model with rates containing JO2DW/ x[ instead of JªW/ x[ . Informally,

both of these methods of approximating the reversed diffusion process are the same in

the large population limit. Once again as in the previous section quasi-reversibility is

needed to allow this method to be valid. In showing this reversibility Griffiths (2003)

is summarised.
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In the Moran model the probability of moving from ½ to ¾ in time Y is 
 � ���K * M , this is

the analogy of the transition function for the diffusion process. To show the quasi-

reversibility of the Markov Chain we need to show for � # q # ] that
 � ���� * w � 
 � ���w * � J � �@w A (3.55)� �@wB� j° W�q�[�Ñ�w6W�Y\[ A (3.56)

where �aw � c �xCECDC c�ws§ �J � CDCEC J w �Ñ�w6W�Y\[ is the distribution of the time to loss conditional on loss. Informally J � �@w is

equivalent to the ratio of the stationary distributions if they existed, and this is a de-

tailed balance equation similar to equation (3.20) in the presence of a pseudo-transient

distribution.

Consider a Markov Chain (this process is called the � -chain) with rate � of escaping the

absorbing states i.e. cQP° �R� A J:Pj �S�B� (3.57)

The remaining birth and death rates are the same as in the standard Moran modelcQPw �yc�w A JTPw �%J|w � # q # ]U� (3.58)

This � -chain has a stationary distribution, as it has non-absorbing boundaries. The

stationary distribution takes the form Pw �SU c P° CDCDC c Pws§ �J P � CDCDC J Pw�§ � A (3.59)

where U is a constant. It is also reversible with respect to the stationary distribution,

and the detailed balance equation is
 � ��� * P� * w � 
 � ��� * Pw * �  Pw P� (3.60)� 
 � ��� * Pw * � J � �@w A (3.61)
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letting �07 � (3.56) is obtained, thus showing that the chain with absorbing states is

reversible.

As the allele is derived in the frequency must have arisen from zero looking backwards

in time, and thus the reversed process must be conditioned on reaching � before ]
forward in time. The probability of going to loss from a state z is (3.54). We need now

only weight the transition probabilities conditional on going to loss, to have a Markov

chain that approximates >6�V2DW�Y\[ A Y0OP�aI . The birth and death process >@V
2BW�Y\[ A YfOP�aI
has rates c 2w �yc�w � j° W�q��'�)[� j° W�q�[ A J 2w �%Jxw � j° W�qv%�6[� j° W/q�[ A � # q # ]ÿ� (3.62)

As � j° W�q�[¤� c�wc w �}J w � j° W/q��%�6[F� Jxwc w �}J w � j° W/qXv%�)[ (3.63)

it follows that c 2w �}J 2w �yc w �}J w A (3.64)

thus the overall rate of events is left unchanged. From this point on we are only con-

cerned with reversed process, so abuse notation by omitting the 2 superscript. Now>@VXWZY^[ A Y¦Oi�aI and >6�©W�Y\[ A Y¦Oi�aI will denote reversed processes. A range of tra-

jectories with different genic selection values can be seen in Figure 3.7. The slow

convergence to a deterministic trajectory can be seen through the sequence of
# v%� .

The trajectory behaves deterministically at intermediate frequencies for
� !X! � . At

lower frequencies the trajectory is still stochastic at
� �,�E��� , so the variance in the age

of the mutation will still be appreciable even at high
�

.
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Figure 3.7: A sample of twenty trajectories generated by a backward in time Moran

model conditioned on loss from a present day frequency of .5 in a population of 1000

for a variety of selection coefficients a) neutral
� �y� , b)

� � ����� , c)
� �~� d)

� � g��
e)
� �P��� , f)

� �b�D��� . Time is given along the x-axis and number with the selected

mutation in the population on the y-axis
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Chapter 4

Simulation of Coalescent Genealogies

with Selection

4.1 The Coalescent and the Moran Model

Consider a sample of ß genes carrying the selected allele (with selection coefficient�Dj�W�¾�[ when there are ¾ alleles in the population) and Ï alleles of the ancestral non-

selected type. In the Moran model let
� � jà W�Y\[ A\� jÒ WZY^[ � be the process describing the

number of ancestors of a sample of W/ß A Ï+[ genes at time Y in the past, measuring time

backward from the present day. We now outline a derivation of the behaviour of this

process due to Griffiths (2003), similar outlined proofs for the Wright-Fisher Model

can be found in Section 2.5.2. Conditional on
� � jà WZY\[l�yÉ A\� jÒ WZY^[ª��W � and that there

are currently q copies of the selected allele the probability of a coalescence within the

selected ancestors of the sample isc j W��t��� j W�¾{[�[ ì q{� qv%�] � �YX� �� w � � ��q{� H ��v q] M � �BX� �� w�ê �� � ð ²�Y A (4.1)

r ¿ Ég À  FW�Y\[ § � ²�Y A (4.2)
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where  FW�Y\[z��q�eB] . The first term of (4.1) relates to a birth by one the selected allele

genes that replaces one of the other genes of the selected type in the population, and

that birth creates a coalescence within the sample. The second term of (4.1) represents

the birth of a selected offspring which replaces one of the non-selected genes in the

population resulting in a coalescence in the sample. The probability of a coalescence

in the nonselected sample is by a similar argumentr ¿ W g À Ws��v� FW�Y\[s[ § � ²@� (4.3)

Thus the coalescent with selection can be viewed as a variable population size model

(see Section 2.3.1) with the relative sizes back in time being determined by the segre-

gation of the selected mutation (i.e. the trajectory). The trajectory therefore holds all

the information on selection.

Conditional on the process �©W�Y\[ the ancestral processes are distributed with � # Y # á
(where á is the time of loss of the mutation from the population) as� à W�Y\[i� �
Zà ¿ Å �° ��©W/�x[ ²@� À� ÒzW�Y\[i� � ZÒ ¿ Å �° ���v}�©W/�x[ ²@� À (4.4)

where
� Zà and

� ZÒ are independent death processes with rates when there are < lineages

of
� G � � i.e. the original coalescent process.

4.2 Simulating a Coalescent History

This section describes a method to generate a coalescent genealogy for a sample ofß8�4Ï fully-linked sequences where ß sequences contain a selected site with selection

coefficient
�

, and Ï sequences are selectively neutral. The population scaled mutation

rate, in a diploid population, for the whole region is ���%��]�["J where ]\[ is the effective
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population size and J is the mutation rate per sequence per generation. Time is mea-

sured in a coalescent scale of g@] [ generations. Note that effective population size, ] [
is different from the population size ] in an approximating Moran model. ] is chosen

to be large enough to obtain a good diffusion process approximation, consistent with

the amount of computation and storage required. A simple ‘rule of thumb’, automated

in the software, is to use an ] that gives a
� eB] #X# � , with a minimum ] of ����� . In

general too smaller ] will not approximate the diffusion process well, especially near

the boundaries, and may lead to an incorrect likelihood surface.

Let � be the population frequency of the selected allele at the present time. Griffiths

(2003) shows that the density of � , conditional on ß and Ï is� à * ÒkW/ x[l� � à ê�Òà �   à W��zv� L[ Ò ÏÂW/ x[��{°EW/ x[Ì �° � à ê�Òà �   à W��zv� x[ Ò ÏÂW/ x[�� ° W/ x[�²@  A (4.5)

where ��°EW/ x[ is the probability that >6�©W�Y\[ A Y�O �aI is absorbed at 0 when �}W��a[��  , and ÏÂW/ x[ is the speed measure of the process. Explicit expressions are � ° W/ x[U�Ì �Æ �aW�¡�[�²@¡^] Ì �° �@W/¡{[�²@¡ A and ÏÂW� L[¼� _�´ � W/ x[��@W� L[�` § � � The distribution of >6�}W�Y\[ A Y�O�aI is thus a diffusion process with a random initial frequency �©W/�@[ having density

(4.5). The coalescent structure of the two subgroups of ß and Ï genes behaves as a

subdivided population model with respective variable population size proportions of�}WZY\[ and ��v}�©W�Y\[ at time Y (Kaplan et al., 1988). That is, if
#

and
%

are the number of

ancestors of the two groups of genes at time Y , then coalescence rates in the two groups

are respectively
� < � � �©W�Y\[ § � and

� >� � � ��v}�©W�Y\[ � § � .
Events in a coalescent history can be either mutations or coalescences within the re-

spective selected and nonselected ancestral subsamples. The time to the next event Y
given that the last event occurred at time � has a non-homogeneous exponential distri-

bution, this non-homogeneity is due to the dependence on the trajectory of the selected
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allele. The density function of this distribution isÑ ��� W�Yz£�ß A Ï A �x[$� a�WZY A ß A Ï+[@mEn�o ¿ v9Å �0 aºW/� A ß A Ï¦[�²@� À A � # Y # :
(4.6)

where at time � , a�W�� A ß A Ï+[0�;a � W�� A ßÃ[��Ga � W/� A Ï+[ is the total event rate. a � W�� A ßÃ[f��/à � � �©W/��[ § � ��ßx�@e6g , is the event rate in the selected subsample, a � W/� A Ï+[0� � Ò � � � �Xv�}W���[ � § � � Ï¼�ae6g is the event rate for the nonselected subsample. An event time is

generated by decomposing the distribution into the time to the next event in each sub-

sample, then taking the minimum of these times. The density of the time � back to the

next event in a subsample isÑ�K�W/�8£h� A ßÃ[��Ga@K/W�� A ßÃ[@mEn�o ¿ v Å ñ0 a@K�W�� A ßF[�²@� À A � # � # : A ½��,� A g�� (4.7)

To generate a time to the next event in either subsample (4.7) is further decomposed.

There are two simulated times for each subsample. For example, in the selected sub-

sample times to the next mutation or coalescence have respective rates at a time � ofßx�g A ¿ ß gaÀ ��©W/�{[ � (4.8)

The time to the next mutation is simple to generate. For the time of the next coalescence

the appropriate cumulative distribution function is partially inverted and then solved nu-

merically. The integral ÌOb° �}W�Y\[ § � ²�Y is stored at jump positions � in the approximating

Moran model as a lookup table. A uniform random number c in QN� A �BS is generated and

the value of � found by solvingv ¬�d Ws��vecX[� à � � � Å ñ° ��©W/�{[ ²@��vuÅ 0° ��©W/�{[ ²@� A (4.9)

by a bisection lookup routine, then interpolating between jumps of the Moran model.

The assumption of a linear path between jumps allows the integral to correctly tend to

infinity as the frequency tends to zero, forcing all coalescences in the selected subsam-

ple to happen before the removal of the selected mutation from the population. When
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an event time Y has been generated, an event is chosen to happen with probability pro-

portional to its relative rate at the time Y . The probabilities that the event is a mutation

or a coalescence in the selected subsample are respectivelyßx�gaºW�Y A ß A Ï+[ A ¿ ß g À ��©W�Y\[aºWZY A ß A Ï+[ A (4.10)

while the probabilities of a mutation or a coalescence in the nonselected subsample areÏ¼�gaºW�Y A ß A Ï¦[ A ¿ Ï g¤À ���v}�©W�Y\[aºW�Y A ß A Ï¦[ � (4.11)

If a mutation occurs, one of the lineages in the subsample is chosen uniformly at ran-

dom to have a mutation placed on it. If a coalescence occurs, two lineages are chosen

uniformly at random in the subsample to coalesce, decreasing the number of lineages

by one.

The selected subsample is guaranteed to find a common ancestor before á , the time

of the selected mutation, as the coalescence rate approaches infinity since �©W/á�[Â�� and Ì ääD§ 0 �©W�Y\[ § � ²�Y}� : , � O � . When the trajectory of the selected mutation

finishes at time á , the selected mutation is placed on the common ancestor lineage of

the selected subsample. Once the selected mutation has been added to the genealogy,

the one remaining lineage of the selected subsample is added to the nonselected sample.

The coalescent process returns to a neutral process for the remainder of the time back

to the common ancestor.

4.3 Extensions

The scheme described here is for an infinitely-many-sites model but has been extended

to a finitely-many-sites model, for sites other than the selected site (Spencer and Coop,

2004). Using the derivations, due to Kaplan et al. (1988) and Hudson and Kaplan
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(1988) see Section 2.5.2, repeat mutation at the selected site and recombination may

be included in the model described above. Considering the two variable sized deme

analogy to selection when the trajectory is known, repeat mutation and recombination

act as migration between the two demes allowing ancestral lineages to move between

backgrounds. Let J ��� and J ��� be the population scaled mutations rates from the non-

selected to the selected background and from the selected to nonselected background

respectively. In the case of repeat mutation a lineage, at time Y , moves from the selected

to nonselected background with probability J ��� W��FvU�©W�Y\[�[seD�}WZY\[�²�Y and from the nonse-

lected background to the selected background with probability J ��� �©W�Y\[�eëW��zv}�}W�Y\[s[�²�Y .
In the infinitely-many-sites limit, J ���DA J ��� 7 � , the only mutation between the ‘demes’

in the sample history occurs as �©W�Y\[f7 � thus the selected mutation is placed upon

the last remaining selected lineage at time á . For a recombining sequence a lineage,

at time Y , a neutral allele at a locus Ý moves from selected to nonselected background

with probability �pWs��v}�}WZY^[s[�ehg and in the reverse direction with probability �@�}W�Y\[se6g ,
where � is the population scaled recombination rate between the locus Ý and the se-

lected locus. The time to the next event in a sample of ß selected and Ï nonselected

lineages when recombination and repeat mutation are included is an inhomogeneous

exponential with a rate at time Y ofaºW�Y A ß A Ï¦[|��ßpJ ��� ��v��}WZY^[�}W�Y\[ ��ÏUJ ��� �}WZY\[��v}�}WZY^[ �f�pW/ß8��Ï¦[se6g (4.12)

and the probability of the various events is given by a relative rate argument as before. A

method to simulate a recombining sequence with selection using the method described

above has been implemented by a colleague and myself (Spencer and Coop, 2004).
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Chapter 5

Importance Sampling, Selection and

the Coalescent

5.1 Monte Carlo Methods

Let (FW/ x[ be a function of � under some model. We wish to evaluate the expectation of(FW/ x[ over a distribution  W/ x[ ¸@g QR(FW���[/Sx� Åd(FW� L[  W/ x[�²@ F� (5.1)

In many cases the integration can not be performed analytically. The naive Monte

Carlo strategy would be to sample from  W� L[ and take the expectation over the sample.

However (FW/ x[ may be zero, or near zero, for much of the support of  W/ x[ , thus this

naive method will be highly inefficient. A large body of methods collectively known as

Monte Carlo methods have been developed to deal with evaluating such integrals (see

for example Liu (2001)). These methods have been successfully applied to population

genetic data (see Stephens (2001) for a review).
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Many approaches use Monte Carlo Markov Chains (MCMC’s) to explore the posterior

(Felsenstein et al., 1999; Wilson et al., 2003; Drummond et al., 2002) and these meth-

ods have been extended to a number of scenarios. MCMC methods applied to popu-

lation genetic data often do not make use of the infinitely-many-sites mutation model,

a site is allowed to mutate more than once. This allows the methods to be applied to

species where the infinitely-many-sites mutation model is clearly not applicable, such

as viruses. This crucially is also where they suffer, the infinitely-many sites assumption

allows a vast reduction in tree space and thus in situations where the infinitely-many-

sites assumption is reasonable often they take far longer for little noticeable difference

in results.

5.2 Importance Sampling

Importance sampling and sequential importance sampling will first be explained briefly

in a general setting. Given the ineffectiveness of naive simulation, sample points should

be concentrated to the areas of space that contain much of the mass of the distribution(FW/ x[  W� x[ . This can be achieved by sampling from a proposal or trial distribution, ö�W� x[ ,
that is a reasonable approximation to (FW/ x[  W/ x[ (see Liu (2001) for a general intro-

duction). The trial distribution must be non-zero for all of the support of (FW� L[  W/ x[ .
In importance sampling the reweighted function (FW/ x[  W/ x[�ehö�W/ x[ is integrated over the

distribution ö�W/ x[ ¸@g QR(FW���[/Sx� Åd(FW� L[  W/ x[ö�W/ x[ ö�W� L[�²@ F�
An approximation to this is¸@g QR(FWZ�9[/S � �h iç Kµè � (FW�� K [  W��fK�[ö�W�� K [ A
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where � K ADCDCDCºA � i are independent samples from ö�W� L[ .  W/ x[�ehö�W/ x[ is termed the impor-

tance weight. If  Wkjl[ is a complicated multidimensional distribution on jÂ�,W/  �BADCDCDCFA  .lT[
then the distribution and the proposal distribution may be decomposed into a product

of conditional distributions Wkjl[i�  W/  � [  W/  � £6  � [ CDCDC  W� .l£6  �BADCDCECFA  .l�§ � [ Aö�Wkjl[i� ö�W/  � [�ö�W�  � £�  � [ CDCDC ö�W/ .l�£�  �BADCECDCFA  .l�§ � [ A
each   K , ½�� � AECDCDCºA ² , may then be sampled sequentially from ö�W�  K £ª  ��ADCDCDCºA   K § � [ .
The overall sequential importance weight is Wmjl[ö�Wmjl[ � ¿  W/  � [ö�W/  � [ À ¿  W/  � £�  � [ö�W/  � £�  � [ À �D�E� ¿  W� .l�£�  �\AECDCDC  .l�§ � [ö�W/ .l�£6  �|CDCDC  .l�§ � [ À � (5.2)

This sequential importance sampling approach (Liu, 2001) is particularly helpful when Wkjl[ can be written as a recursive Markov system, as the coalescent can be, as this

simplifies the sampling greatly.

5.2.1 The Likelihood of a Gene Tree

The likelihood function Ý_W � [¤� ¢ Wmni£ � [ is the probability of the data n , represented

as a gene tree (under the assumption of infinitely-many-sites), treated as a function of�
. In this section we assume for simplicity that � is known and that the emphasis is on

estimating selection. In reality, profile likelihood surfaces for
�

for fixed values of �
may need to be considered.

The likelihood can be expressed asÝtW � [���Å ¢ Wkn&£�o+[ ¢ ÎpWmo+[�²�o A (5.3)

where o is the full coalescent history including information about the time of muta-

tions and coalescences. o can be regarded as missing data in the representation (5.3).
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In the infinitely-many-sites model
¢ Wmn�£�o+[ is merely an indicator function of whethero is compatible with the gene tree. The distribution of a coalescent history

¢ Î Wko+[ for

a given
�

value is described in Chapter 4.

A naive Monte Carlo approximation to this would be to simulate
h

trees as described

in Chapter 4, then count how many match the data to find a likelihood estimateÝtW � [ � �h iç Kµè � ¢ Wmn�£�o � K � [ A (5.4)

where o � � � ADCDCDCFA o � i � are independent samples from
¢ Î Wko+[ . However, the space of

possible genealogies is vast and to evaluate the likelihood of a particular parameter by

simply sampling from tree space and see how many are compatible with the data is

not feasible. Most if not all of the histories generated would be incompatible with the

data, thus this method would be highly inefficient. A computationally efficient method

is to focus on genealogies that are compatible with the data (see Stephens (2001) for

a general introduction to computational inference and coalescent genealogies). This

approach is followed in importance sampling. The likelihood can be expressed asÝ_W � [l� Å ¢ Î{WkoÞ[ükÎ�Wmo+[ ü Î Wmo+[�²�o A (5.5)

where ü�Î�Wko+[ is a proposal distribution that has weight only on genealogies where¢ Wkn¹£Io+[z�P� . Thus samples from ü�Î�Wmo+[ are always compatible with the data. The

ratio
¢ Î{Wmo+[�e�ü�Î Wko+[ is the importance weight. An approximation to (5.5) isÝ_W � [ � �h iç Kµè � ¢ Î{Wmo � K � [ü Î Wko � K � [ A (5.6)

where o � � ��ADCDCDCºA o � i � are independent samples from üXÎ Wko+[ . ü�Î Wko+[ is chosen as

the distribution of a reverse time Markov process on histories with an initial state the

sample data. Sample paths under üXÎ�WkoÞ[ are thus always compatible with the observed

data configuration. If the embedded Markov chain of history changes is pqo8M=(/¾ �
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� A � A �D�E� A Ïsr , with Ï the number of events in the history, then the importance weight

can be expressed as ¢ Î{Wmo+[ü�Î�Wmo+[ �ut ÒòM�è � ¢ Î Wko M § � £vo M [ükÎ�Wko M £No M § � [xw C ¢ WzyXÒz[ A (5.7)

where oÓ°4� n , the initial data.
¢ Î{Wmo M § � £{o M [ and ükÎ�Wmo M £|o M § � [ are transi-

tion probabilities of history state changes.
¢ Î{W C £ C [ is the distribution of a Markov

chain forward in time. While the coalescent is usually considered backwards in time,

the transition probabilities of the history state chain are only known forward in time.ü�Î�Wmo M £�o M § � [ are transition probabilities in reverse time, taking the form of approxi-

mately time-reversed distributions
¢ Î Wko M § � £�o M [ . See Stephens and Donnelly (2000)

and Section g and � of De Iorio and Griffiths (2004a) for discussion. The ratios in (5.7)

are sequential importance sampling weights.

We can regard the stochastic process generating n as consisting of two levels of missing

data:

(a) the trajectory of the selected mutation denoted by p �}WZY\[ A YtO�� r ; and

(b) the coalescent history o giving rise to the data.

That is, from (a), ¢ Wmn�£ � [i� ¸ H ¢ � n&£ p �}WZY^[ A YtO��}r � M� �~ �ç Kµè ° ¢ Wkn$£�>6�}WZY^[ A Y�O%�@I � K � [ A
(5.8)

where � p �}W�Y\[ A YtO�� r � K � A ½��.� A �D�E� A ~�� are independent copies of the selected allele’s

trajectory, generated by the technique in Section 3.3 with a given value of
�

. The

distribution of n given p �©W�Y\[ A Y�O��}r does not depend on
�

; all the information about�
is contained in the trajectory pa�}WZY\[ A Y_O�� r . In a further decomposition from (b) into
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the coalescent history¢ Wkn$£ � [i� ¸��/¢ � n$£vo � ¢ � o¹£ p �}WZY^[ A Y�O%� r �x�� �~|h �ç Kµè � iç M�è � ¢ Wkn�£�o � K * M � [ ¢ � o � K * M � £a>6�©W�Y\[ A YtO%�@I � K � � A
(5.9)

for
~

independent trajectory copies, and
h

independent history copies for each tra-

jectory. The probability
¢ � n¹£{>6�}WZY^[ A YzO,�aI � is calculated by sequential importance

sampling on the coalescent history o given >6�©W�Y\[ A Y_O%�@I .
5.2.2 History States of a Neutral Gene Tree

We will first discuss the history states for a neutral gene tree, the only level of missing

data is the history o . The notation and recursion used here to describe the history states

was developed and utilised by Griffiths and Tavaré in their series of papers on computa-

tional inference and gene trees. This description given here is to aid the understanding

of the recursion for a gene tree when the trajectory is known. In the evolution of a gene

tree a history state o M is described by Wk� AD� [ , where � is the ancestor’s gene tree topol-

ogy back in time from when o M is observed, and
� �,W�ß �\A �D�D� A ß|Gh[ are multiplicities of< types present in the history state o M . The topology � is described by mutation paths

from the leaves of the tree at the current time, to the ancestral root of the tree, labelled� . Figure 5.1a illustrates a gene tree configuration. In Figure 5.1a the path to the root

for the first type on the left of the tree is (4,2,0), and
� � W�� A g A � A$��A � A g A ga[ .

The time between events is distributed exponentially as before, see (2.29). As noted in

Section 2.3 the order of events in a genealogy in a time homogeneous model, i.e. the

standard neutral coalescent, is sufficient to describe the mutational pattern seen in the

sample. Thus the probability of a gene tree, in the standard neutral setting, is dependent
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Figure 5.1: A set of four trees showing the original gene tree and three permissable

moves and their notation. The dots on the tree are mutations and the numbers at the

bottom of the tree denote the multiplicities of the types. a. The original gene treeWk� AD� [ , b. the removal of a mutation WZ��[ that leaves haplotype ½ distinct Wm���K § A$� [ , c.

the removal of a mutation W��B��[ that leaves the haplotype ½ identical to haplotype ¾Wk�����K § * M ê A$� ��� M v�� K [ , d. a coalescence occurs in the � � 5 type from the left Wm� A$� v�� K [ .
on only the order of events. The probability of embedded history state jump chain, i.e.

the discrete Markov chain of history events embedded within the history states with

time information, is a recursion summing over the next event in the history chain, see

for example Griffiths (2002). Let
¢ _ Wk� AD� [%£0WN�� A � � [ ` be the transition probability

matrix of a history change forward in time in the tree from a state W��� A �� [ , given an
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event. � is the operator of the transition probability matrix of the history state chain,

then the probability of the current history state, 
xWk� A$� [ , may be written as��
xWm� A$� [¤� ç�k�� * � � � 
 _ Wm� A$� [z£�WN�� A �� [ ` 
xWN�� A �� [ A (5.10)

considering the possible changes in the history this is��
|Wk� A$� [i� ¿z¿ ß g À � ß|�g À § � � (5.11)ßx�g ç K �ß 
xWk� �K § A$� [� ßx�g ç K ¯ M W�ß�M��'�)[ß 
|Wk� ���K § * M ê A$� ��� M v�� K [� ¿ ß g�À ç� K�� àN��� �B� W�ß K v%�6[ßUv%� 
xWm� A$� v�� K [ � A
where �aK , the ½ � 5 unit vector, represents a multiplicity of � for an allele of type ½ . The

probability of a mutation or a coalescence given that an event occurred is found by

a relative rate argument, see Section 2.3. Examples of possible state changes of a tree

back in time from a history state Figure 5.1a are shown in Figure 5.1b to d. The first and

second terms on the right of (5.11) relate to removal of a mutation. There are two cases

to consider when a mutation is removed. In the first case removal of the mutation on the

singleton lineage of the ½ � 5 haplotype leaves the lineage distinct. The resulting gene tree

topology is denoted by ���K § . The probability that a mutation occurred on this particular

lineage forward in time, given that a mutation did occur, is �)e6ß . Removal of mutation� in the example data set leaves the lineage distinct and results in the gene tree shown

in Figure 5.1b. In the second case, which is more complex, removal of the mutation on

the singleton lineage of the ½ � 5 haplotype results in a lineage that is non-distinct from

the lineages of haplotype ¾ . The resulting gene tree topology is denoted by �����K § * M ê .

The probability of this configuration change, conditional on a mutation occurring, is

the probability that prior to mutation the ¾ � 5 haplotype had multiplicity ß M �4� and was

chosen to mutate. In the example data set, removal of mutation �T� leaves a lineage
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identical to the lineages subtended by mutation �Dg , illustrated in Figure 5.1c. The third

term of (5.11) relate to a coalescence. The probability of coalescence occurring within

the group of haplotype ½ , conditional on coalescence occurring, is the probability that

prior to coalescence the the ½ � 5 haplotype had multiplicity ß K v%� , and that one of these

lineages from a possible ß�vÞ� was a parent in the coalescent event. This is illustrated in

Figure 5.1d. Under the assumption of infinitely-many-sites the ancestor of the sample

is known, so the boundary condition is
|Wk� � W/�@[ A$� ��� K [¤�.��� (5.12)

where the tree W�W��a[ A ß¦��� K [ is a singleton root.

5.2.3 History States of a Gene Tree Conditional on a Trajectory

Here we present the history states and recursion for the Markov chain on history states

when the trajectory is known. They are similar in form to (5.11) but the recursion

has now a time dependent component and so the time events in the genealogy occur

must be integrated over. A history state o M is described by Wm� A$��A$� [ , where as before� is the ancestor’s gene tree topology back in time from when o M is observed, and� � W/ß �BA �D�D� A ßxGD[ , � � W/Ï �\A �D�D� A Ï��³[ are multiplicities of < types with the selected

allele and � types without the selected allele. Mutation �Dg is the selected mutation in

Figure 5.1a, and so ßu�$W�� A$� [ and Ï ��W�� A g A � A g A g@[ . Mutations on an edge are ex-

changeable, for example mutation �Dg could be above or below mutation �E� . While the

full method accounts for the exchangeability by summing over the possible positions

of the selected mutation on the edge (see Section 6.3 for an application of this), for the

sake of clarity we assume throughout this Section that the lowest mutation on the edge

is the selected mutation.
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Let
� �¼W�Y\[ A$� WZY\[ A$� W�Y\[ � denote the ancestral gene tree at time Y back from the current

time and 
xWk� A$��A$�%A Y\[F� ¢ _ Wm�¼W�Y\[ AD� WZY^[ A$� W�Y\[�[F�.Wk� AD�¤A$�%A Y\[ ` �
The generator   for the Markov process p Wm�¼W�Y\[ A$� W�Y\[ A$� W�Y\[�[ A YzO,�}r when the trajec-

tory, >6�}W�Y\[ A YtO��@I , is known satisfies²²�Y 
xWm� A$��A$�%A Y\[��� F
|Wk� A$��A$�%A Y\[\� (5.13)

The right hand side of (5.13) can be expressed as Ã
|Wk� A$��A$�%A Y\[º�GaºW�Y A ß A Ï¦[ H � ve¡ M 
|Wk� A$��A$�%A Y\[ A (5.14)

noting that the total rate of change in the genealogical history at time Y is aºW�Y A ß A Ï+[ ,
and ¡ denotes the identity operator. Let

¢ _ Wk� AD�¤A$� [0£FW �� A � �¤A �� [ A Y ` be the transition

probability matrix of a history change forward in time in the tree from a state W �� A ���A �� [ ,
given an event at Y . Then��
xWm� A$��A$�%A Y\[�� ç�k�� * � � * �¢ � 
 _ Wk� A$��A$� [�£@WN�� A ���A �� [ A Y ` 
|W=�� A ���A ���A Y����a[�� (5.15)

Considering � as the time to the next event back in time from a current time Y , then
xWm� A$��A$�%A �x[��yÅ â° ��
|Wk� A$��A$�%A Y\[�Ñ ��� W�Y�£hß A Ï A �x[�²�YB� (5.16)

An integral recursion follows from (5.16), similar to equation ( �T� ) in Griffiths and

Tavaré (1994b). Summing over possible one step history changes at time Y which lead
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to a current configuration of Wm� A$�¤AD� [ , as in (5.15), gives��
|Wk� A$�¤AD�1A Y^[&� a�WZY A ß A Ï+[ § � � (5.17)>�ß A Ï+I��g ç K �>�ß A Ï+I 
xWk� �K § A$��A$�%A Y\[� >�ß A Ï+I��g ç K ¯ M W">�ß M A Ï M Iz�%�6[>�ß A Ï¦I 
xWm� ���K § * M ê A > ��A$� I���� M v�� K A Y^[� ¿ ß g À ��©W�Y\[ ç� K�� à£�¤� �z� W/ßpKpv%�)[ßUv%� 
xWk� A$� v�� K A$�%A Y\[�Â¿ Ï g¤À ��zv}�}W�Y\[ ç� K�� Ò ��� �B� W�Ï K v%�)[Ï�v%� 
|Wk� A$��A$� v�� K A Y^[ �
An abbreviated notation >�ß K A Ï K I (and similar other notation) is used to denote eitherß K or Ï K depending on whether haplotype ½ belongs to the selected or neutral class of

sequences. The probability of a mutation or a coalescence given that an event occurred

is found by a relative rate argument as before, see Chapter 4. The boundary condition

for the tree W�W/�@[ A > ��A$� If�¥� K [ is a singleton root, and the probability of this is one as

before.

5.3 Importance Sampling Conditional on a Trajectory

The procedure to generate samples from the proposal distribution and the associated

importance weights are detailed in this section. It follows a similar scheme to that de-

scribed in Section 4, with sequential importance sampling weights depending on the

time of history changes. The first step is generating a trajectory for the selected allele

back in time, conditional on observing ß sequences of the selected type, and Ï neu-

tral sequences. The initial frequency �©W/�@[f�&  is chosen from the posterior density��W� 9£�ß A Ï A�� [ , however an importance weight is necessarily generated from this choice

of �}W��a[��2  . Calculation of the weight is detailed in Section 5.3.3. A Moran model
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sample path approximation to a diffusion trajectory >6�}W�Y\[ A Y�O~�aI , conditional on ab-

sorption at 0, is simulated. This supplies the trajectory as missing data for the gene

tree evolution back in time. The distribution of the trajectory is a Markov process with

generator Ð described in Section 3.1.

A subdivided population coalescent history o describing a gene tree sample path p � �UW�Y\[ A� W�Y\[ A$� WZY^[ � A Y_O��}r is simulated back in time conditional on the data n , and the tra-

jectory >6�}WZY^[ A Y_O`�@I . The joint density of the time and the subpopulation is detailed in

column one of Table 5.1. Informally, from a given state with ß A Ï sequences potential

times to the next events in each subpopulation are generated, then the next event is cho-

sen to occur in the subpopulation with the minimum time generated. This generates a

time Y from Ñ ��� WZY�£�ß A Ï A �L[ as in Chapter 4. By simulating a time from Ñ �/� WZY�£�ß A Ï A �x[
we take a sample from the distribution being integrated over in equation (5.16) and

thus the proposal on a gene tree sample path is correct in respect to the times. An event

is chosen to occur in the subpopulation with the minimum generated time to the next

event. This is equivalent to choosing a subpopulation � or g with probability propor-

tional to rate a � WZY A ßÃ[ or a � WZY A ßÃ[ respectively at time Y .
As before the time of the removal of the selected mutation from the tree is fixed at á as,

under the infinitely-many site assumption, the mutation must have occurred at the time

in the history of the sample that it occurred in the population history. A special case

occurs when at a time Y # á there are no possible events in the proposal distribution

for either one or both subsamples, until removal of the selected mutation at time á .
This can occur when the most recent common ancestor of the selected subsample has

been reached or no further coalescence or mutation events can occur in the nonselected

subsample compatible with the gene tree topology. The distribution of the time of

the event is then no longer correctly generated by Ñ ��� W�Y�£�� A ß A Ï¦[ , and a correction

importance sampling weight, detailed in Section 5.3.2, is required for this case. The
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next event after removal of the selected mutation is generated starting from time á .
5.3.1 Importance Sampling Within a Subsample

The infinitely-many-sites proposal distribution of Stephens and Donnelly (2000) is used

within the chosen subsample to choose an event. The proposal distribution of Stephens

and Donnelly (2000) is uniform on the choice of available lineages. An available lin-

eage is one where there is more than one of that type, or a singleton where the re-

moval of the mutation would not violate the gene tree topology. Denote the number

of available lineages in the selected and neutral subpopulations by
·ë�

and
·D�

. Under

the infinitely-many-sites assumption once a lineage has been chosen only one event is

possible: if there are others of the same type a coalescence must take place; or if the

lineage is a singleton then the mutation is removed. The importance weights associated

with sampling are shown in Table 5.1.

After the removal of the selected mutation, Ï is set to Ï+�0� , and ß¦�'� as the previously

selected lineage becomes neutral. The neutral gene tree ancestral process then behaves

as a constant-sized population process, with the coalescence rate while � lineages be-

ing
� �� � , and the infinitely-many-sites importance sampling algorithm of Stephens and

Donnelly (2000) is used to complete the sample path simulation.

5.3.2 Removal of the Selected Mutation

There may be no possible events in the proposal distribution before the selected mu-

tation is removed at time á if either
· � � � or

· � �P� . Event times can no longer be

generated from the distribution Ñ ��� W�Y�£�ß A Ï A �L[ as there are no proposed events in one or

both of the subsamples. If
· K �1� then we generate a time from Ñ M WZY�£�ß A �L[�½�þ��¾ . When
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Table 5.1: The importance sampling when both subtrees still have events to perform (i.e. ¦§ ¨B© ª and ¦« ¨B© ª).
Joint density of

¬

and subsample

B® ¯ ° ® ± ®�² § ³ ´ ° ®�² § ± ® ³ Importance Weight

(A) Events within the selected subsample µ¶·,¸² ¹ µ ¹ º » ¼ ¦§ ½ ¾¿ÀÁÂÃmÄ ½ ÅÆ À¿ ÂÃmÄ Ç Å § ½ È§ « ° ¬ ±mÉ ¹ Ê ¹ Ë ³ Ì ÁÍ« ÀÁÂÃmÄ ½ ÅÀÁÂÃmÄ ½ ÅÀÁÂÃ Ä ½ ÅÆ À¿ ÂÃmÄ Ç Å È§ « ° ¬ ±É ¹ Ê ¹ Ë ³ ¶ · ·¸² Ä ÎÆ ¹ µÏ Ð ¸ Ñ Ð Î ¹ º » ¼ ¦§ ½ ¾ ¿ÀÁÂÃmÄ ½ ÅÆ À¿ ÂÃ Ä Ç Å ½Ò Æ §½ È§ « ° ¬ ±É ¹ Ê ¹ Ë ³ Ì ÁÂ ½Ò Æ § Å Í« ÀÁÂÃmÄ ½ Å¶ ¹ µ Ï Ð ¸ ¹ º É ¸ ¼ ¦§ °Ó ¿ ³ ÁÔÕÖ ×ÀÁÂÃmÄ ½ ÅÆ À¿ ÂÃmÄ Ç Å ½Ø² §½² § È§ « ° ¬ ±É ¹ Ê ¹ Ë ³ Ì Á½ Â ½Ø² § Å« ½Ø Ù ÂÃ Å ÀÁÂÃ Ä ½ Å

(B) Events within the unselected subsample º¶·,¸² ¹ µ ¹ º » ¼ ¦« Ç ¾¿ÀÁÂÃmÄ ½ ÅÆ À¿ ÂÃmÄ Ç Å § Ç È§ « ° ¬ ±mÉ ¹ Ê ¹ Ë ³ Ì ¿ Í« À¿ ÂÃmÄ Ç ÅÀ¿ ÂÃmÄ Ç ÅÀÁÂÃ Ä ½ ÅÆ À¿ ÂÃmÄ Ç Å È§ « ° ¬ ±É ¹ Ê ¹ Ë ³ ¶ · ·¸² Ä ÎÆ ¹ µ ¹ ºÏ Ð ¸ Ñ Ð Î » ¼ ¦« Ç ¾ ¿ÀÁÂÃmÄ ½ ÅÆ À¿ ÂÃ Ä Ç Å Ç Ò Æ §Ç È§ « ° ¬ ±É ¹ Ê ¹ Ë ³ Ì ¿ Â Ç Ò Æ § Å Í« À¿ ÂÃmÄ Ç Å¶ ¹ µ ¹ ºÏ Ð ¸ Ê ¸ ¼ ¦« °Ú ¿ ³ ÁÁÛ ÔÕÖ ×ÀÁÂÃmÄ ½ ÅÆ À¿ ÂÃmÄ Ç Å Ç Ø² §Ç² § È§ « ° ¬ ±É ¹ Ê ¹ Ë ³ Ì ¿ Ç Â Ç Ø² § Å« Ç Ø Â§ ² Ù ÂÃ Å Å À¿ ÂÃmÄ ½ Å

Subtable (A) gives details of events within the selected subsample µ. Subtable (B) gives details of events in the nonselected subsam-

ple º. The first column gives the joint proposal density of time

¬
and the subsample. The second gives the new history state. The

proposal probability of the event within the subsample is shown in the third. The forward joint density of the event and the event

time

¬

(i.e. the term from (5.17)) are in the fourth. Finally, the fifth column is the importance weight associated with that particular

event and time. The time is distributed as È§ « ° ¬ ± É ¹ Ê ¹ Ë ³ for both the proposal and the true density and thus no term for the time

appears in the weight.
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an event time is chosen an event is chosen using the Stephens and Donnelly (2000) pro-

posal scheme as before. This sampling of Y must be corrected for in the importance

weights. For the two cases when either
·��

or
·D�

are zero, these are detailed in the first

two rows of Table 5.2. If an event in the nonselected subsample is proposed at a time! á , then the selected mutation must be removed at this time. This case is detailed in

the third row. The fourth row has details of the case when there are no proposed events

to perform (
·)� � ·D� �'� ), and the next event is removal of the selected mutation.

For example, if the selected subsample has found its common ancestor at � and the

nonselected subsample still has events compatible with the gene tree topology, to be

performed, event times will be generated only from Ñ � W�Yf£pÏ A �x[ and events chosen in

that subsample. Every new Y generated incurs the importance weight given in the final

column of row 1 of Table 5.2. If the the time Y is ! á then the mutation is removed and

the the weight given in the fourth row is incurred.

The importance weights described in this section also have a clear probabilistic inter-

pretation. Informally, the weights can viewed as the probability of no events occurring

in the subsample history in a subsample that has performed all the events permitted to

it.

5.3.3 The Trajectory Starting Frequency

The initial trajectory frequency �©W/�a[ is sampled from the density (4.5), conditional

on ß sample sequences from a sample of ß9� Ï sequences containing the selected

mutation. However the joint probability distribution of �}W/�@[ and a sample with W/ß A Ï+[
such sequences is required. The initial unconditional prior distribution of the frequency

of the selected mutation can be taken as the frequency spectrum of the mutation in the
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Table 5.2: The importance sampling scheme when one or both subtrees have no more events to perform.

No. Events

Ü�® ,time time density

Ý Þ Ü�® ² § ß Ü�® à Importance Weightá§ âkã ä,å á« ã ä Þ æèç å æ¤éå ê à , ë ì§ Þ ë ß�í å î à Ý Þ æèç å æ¤éå ê ß é å êå ë àï Þ æèç å æéå ê ß é å êå ë à�ðñò óõô öÃs÷ ø« Þ�ù å ú àû ù ü

á§ ã ä,å á« âkã ä Þ æèç å é å æ ê à , ë ì« Þ ë ß�í å ú à Ý Þ æèç å é å æ ê ß é å êå ë à ï Þ æèç å é å æ ê ß îå úå ë à�ðñò óô Í ÂÃ² ÷ Å« ü

á§ ã ä,å á« âkã ä Þ ç · ·¸² Ä ÎÆ å é ô ý ¸å ê þ ý Î à , ÿ ðñò �ô ö �÷ ø« Þ�ù å ú àû ù � Í« Ç Ò Æ §ÇÆ § ì§ « Þ ÿ ß�í å � å ú à Í« Ç Ò Æ §ÇÆ § ðñò óõô Í Â �² ÷ Å« ü

á§ ã ä,å á« ã ä Þ � · ·¸² Ä ÎÆ å é ô ý ¸å ê þ ý Î à , ÿ 1

Í« Ç Ò Æ §ÇÆ § ì§ « Þ ÿ ß�í å � å ú à Í« Ç Ò Æ §ÇÆ § ðñò �ô ö �÷ Í« þ ø« Þ�ù å ú àû ù �

The different ways either or both subtrees can run out of events at a timeí are given in the first column. The history one event back in time is

shown in the second column (

æ ç å æé�å ê and

æ ç å é å æ ê denote the histories given in parts A and B of Table 5.1, respectively). The time chosen for

the next event is also given in the second column (
ë � ÿ). The proposal density of the time is shown in the third. The joint forward history

probability of the event and the time density is given in the fourth (

Ý Þ�� ß � à and

ï Þ � ß � à refer to the

Ý Þ Ü¤® ² § ß Ü¤® à and the importance weights

entries in Table 5.1 respectively). Finally the importance weights associated with the different situations are given in the last column.
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population, �ºW/ x[�� Ï«W� x[��{°DW� L[��
This is an improper prior. The correct joint probability of the sample and the density of

the population frequency is then proportional to¿ ßÓ��Ïß À   à W��zv} x[ Ò ÏÂW/ x[��{°EW/ x[\� (5.18)

The importance weight when �}W/�@[���  is then (5.18)/ � à * Ò�W� x[ , which is equal to¿ ß8��Ïß À Å �°   à W���v� x[ Ò ÏÂW/ x[���°EW/ x[�²@ F� (5.19)

One interpretation is that the selected site is a random choice of site chosen from many

selected segregating sites along the sequences. Another is that the selected site is a spe-

cific site, and sampling is chosen at a uniform random time between when the mutation

arose and before it became lost or fixed in the population. Then, conditioning on the

selected site as a specific site segregating in the sample the frequency spectrum of the

selected site in the sample isÌ �° � à ê�Òà �   à W��zv� x[ Ò ÏÂW/ x[��{°BW/ x[�²@ Ì �° H �zv�  à ê�Ò v4W��zv� L[ à ê�Ò M ÏÂW� L[��{°DW/ x[�²@  A (5.20)

and the importance weight is related to this sample frequency spectrum. The general

sample frequency spectrum is studied in Griffiths (2003). Under neutrality (
� � � )ÏÂW/ x[l� �Æ � � § Æ � and �{°DW/ x[��,��v�  , thus for the neutral drift case¢ W/ß A ß8��Ï £� x[���W/ Â£ � ���@[�ºW/ 9£�ß A ß8��Ï A ´+���@[ � ¿ ß8��Ïß À Å �°   à § � W���v� x[ Ò ²@  (5.21)� ¿ ß8��Ïß À � W/ß A Ï��%�)[ (5.22)� �ß (5.23)
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The limit as
� 7 : is also of interest,ÏÂW/ x[���°BW� L[ � Í Î Æ FWs��v� L[ ¿ Í §@Î Æ vuÍ §@Î�zv?Í §@Î À (5.24)� � FWs��v� L[ ¿ ��vuÍ §@Î � � § Æ ���vuÍ §@Î À¬��®Î6¯�â ÏÂW/ x[���°BW� L[ � � FWs��v� L[ � (5.25)

The limit of (5.19) as
� 7 : is ß8��Ïß|Ï

5.3.4 Computational Features

A number of features have been incorporated to improve the computational perfor-

mance of the likelihood algorithm. The independence of the history under the selected

site and the rest of the history given the trajectory subdividing the two populations,

is used to significantly lower the variance of the estimated likelihood. A number of

trees are generated conditional on the same trajectory to improve computational effi-

ciency. The usual importance sampling procedure to find the likelihood (5.9) would be

to average the importance weight 	~W C £ C [ of each historyÝtW � [ � �~
h �ç Kµè � iç M�è � 	~Wko � M � £@>6�}WZY\[ A Y_O%�aI � K � [ A (5.26)

where
h

trees are sampled per trajectory and there are
~

trajectories in total. However

using the independence of the two subtrees we instead take the sumÝ_W � [ � �~|h � �ç Kµè � 
 iç M�è � 	~Wko � ñ/* M � £@>6�}WZY^[ A Y_O%�aI � K � [��õ 
 iç M�è � 	~Wmo � 0 * M � £@>6�}W�Y\[ A YtO'�aI � K � [ � A (5.27)

where o � ñY* M � is the subtree history under the selected mutation not including the removal

of the selected mutation, and o � 0 * M � is the complementary nonselected subtree history
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which includes removal of the selected mutation. The approach in effect permutes all

possible combinations of the histories under the selected mutation and the rest of the

history. This results in a reduced sampling variance for
¢ Wkn&£@>6�}WZY^[ A Y_O`�@I@[ allowing

(5.27) to converge more quickly than (5.26). This method of variance reduction will be

referred to as the two subtree variance reduction method throughout this thesis.

Importance Sampling the Trajectory Away from the Driving
�

Value

The decomposition of the likelihood into the expectation over trajectories and the his-

tories given the trajectory in (5.9) allows importance sampling of the trajectories at a

selection value
� M away from the driving value

� l . The associated importance weight

is then simply the ratio of the probabilities of the trajectory, under the two selection

values
� M A�� l . Recall the approximating Moran model described in the Section 3.3. If

there are
·

jumps taken in the sample path to reach V`��� the importance weight is

	~W">@VXWZY\[ A Y�O��aI@[�� F ¶ G è � ¢ W"VªG�£@VlG\§ �EA�� M [��ºW/ÖxG�v©ÖxG^§ � £@VªG A�� M [F ¶ G è � ¢ W�VªG�£aVªG\§ �DAs� l\[��ºW/ÖxG�v©ÖxG^§ � £@VªG A�� l^[ A (5.28)

where ÖxG is the time of the < � 5 jump, �ºW/ÖxGzvuÖ|G^§ � £pVlG A�� M [ is the density of the next

event time, in the Moran model, V G is the number of selected genes in the time intervalQRÖ G^§ � A Ö G S and
¢ W"V G £�V G^§ � A�� M\[ is the jump probability of the Moran Model, whereVªG���VªG^§ � �%� or VlG���VlG\§ � v%� . After simplification¶òG è � ¢ W"VªGÁ£@VªG^§ �BA�� M [���W�ÖxGtv�Ö|G^§ � £aVªG A�� M [¤��{° � �j £ � M ��{° H ��� ° �j £ � M M mDn�o 
 v ] �g ¶ç G è ° ´ � W/  G [pW�Y Gsê � v9Y G [ �õ ¶òG è ° ÙÚ�Û j� � � ÆBí � ê -�� J � ÆBí ��  � � Æ í � if VlGsê � � VlGt�'�j� � � Æ í � § - � J � Æ í ��  � � ÆBí � if V Gsê � � V G v%� (5.29)
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Thus the weights can be expressed as

	�W�>@VXW�Y\[ A Y�O��aI@[ � �{° � �j £ � M � �{° H �{� ° �j £ � l M� ° H ��� ° �j £ � M M � ° � �j £ � l �õ ¶òG è ° ¿ ]Ó´ � W/ pGh[F�©JxÎ J W/ pG)[]Ó´ � W/ pGD[F�}J|Î��DW/ pGh[ À������ í�� � ï ��� � í��õ ¿ ]¼´ � W/  G [ºv}J Î J W�  G []Ó´ � W� �GD[ºv}JxÎ��6W/ pGD[ À � �!� í"� � � ��� � í�� (5.30)

There is little computational effort involved in recording extra terms for the weight.

This importance sampling allows for a section of likelihood surface around
� l to be

evaluated so the total surface can be produced with fewer driving values.

5.4 Convergence

The convergence of any Monte Carlo scheme is an important consideration. For all

applications of the method in this thesis multiple runs of the algorithm were performed

to check the convergence of the estimated likelihood. Where sufficient computer power

is available this is the most desirable diagnostic of the method. Gene trees with an

allele segregating in the sample with selection coefficient
� ��� have the same distri-

bution as the standard neutral gene trees, studied by Griffiths and Tavaré, only the levels

of missing data introduced by the importance sampling schemes differ. The Stephens

and Donnelly (2000) infinitely-many-sites importance sampler for the standard neutral

model provides an estimate of the likelihood for
� �&� that converges more quickly

than the trajectory based scheme described in this chapter. The trajectory represents

an unnecessary level of missing data for
� � � , which is in effect integrated out in

the standard neutral model. Thus an implementation of the infinitely-many-sites im-

portance sampler (kindly provided by R. C. Griffiths) provides a good comparison at� �i� for the trajectory based importance sampler, which has allowed a number of
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discrepancies in the trajectory based method to be found and corrected. It also allows

the convergence of the trajectory based method to be checked as the estimates of the

likelihood may be compared at
� �P� . Although technically this offers no guarantee

for the convergence of the method for
� þ�~� informally for positive directional selec-

tion the trajectories will be most variable for
� �~� , and thus convergence at

� �,� is

reassuring.

A simple gene tree is shown in Figure 5.2, the selected mutation is mutation g . The

likelihood of this gene tree was calculated using naive simulation, as in (5.4). Gene

trees were simulated conditional on the selected allele being present in � out of the ���
haplotypes in the sample using an implementation of the simulation method described

in Chapter 4. Each simulation was weighted by the probability of observing the selected

allele in � out of the ��� sample haplotypes conditional on the selected allele segregating

in the population, i.e. (5.19) as detailed in Section 5.3.3. A weight of �aehg was also

included for the probability of the selected mutation having occurred at the time of loss

of the selected allele from the population on the lineage ancestral to the sample. The

log likelihood evaluated for a range of � and
�

in a model of genic selection is shown

in Figure 5.3. Each of the four log likelihood estimates at each of the parameter values

was evaluated by �E� million simulations. The naive simulated estimated likelihoods

at a parameter value have a small variance. Each of the log likelihood values was

also evaluated by � million iterations of the importance sampling algorithm. The naive

simulation and the importance sampling algorithm estimates of the log likelihood agree

well, giving reassurance that the implementation of the importance sampling algorithm

is correct.

An example gene tree is shown in Figure 5.4 (this was simulated conditional on ß-�,�D�
and Ï �i�E� using the simulation method described in Chapter 4). In Figure 5.5 six

realisations of the likelihood curve for
�

for the example gene tree are shown. Each
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Figure 5.2: A simple gene tree, mutation g is the selected mutation.

likelihood point was evaluated using � million runs of the algorithm, generating a new

trajectory every ����� runs (each point of the surface takes �Eg��	� minutes on a g��R� GHz

machine). There is good agreement in independent estimates of the likelihood, and so

we have reasonable faith in the convergence of the method.

The comparison of the estimated likelihood across multiple runs in encouraging, but

for a single long run of the program it is important to have an estimate of the variance

of the estimator (and for this variance to be well behaved). Using a notation similar

to Section 5.3.4, let
~

be the number of trajectories sampled and
h

be the number of

histories sampled per trajectory. The variance in the estimated likelihood (at the driving�
value) may be written as�~ ¸ W$#&%('@W�	P£R>6�}WZY\[�£6YtO��aI@[s[F� �~)#&%('EW ¢ Wkn$£�>6�}WZY^[ A Y_O`�@I@[�[ (5.31)

where #*%+'DW�	 £N>6�}WZY^[±£|Y8OP�@I@[ is the variance in the estimate of the likelihood for a

trajectory (the 	 denoting the importance weights) and #*%+'DW ¢ Wmn�£@>6�}WZY\[ A Y�O��@I@[�[ is

the variance of the exact likelihood of a trajectory across trajectories. The first term of

(5.31) is due to the fact that we can not estimate the likelihood of a trajectory without

error. The second term of (5.31) arises because the likelihood of the data depends on

the trajectory, and thus a large number of multiple trajectories must be considered. The
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Figure 5.3: A comparison of naive simulation estimates to those of to the importance

sampling algorithm. Four log likelihood values, for each value of � and
�

, from the

naive simulation are shown for �Ó�2� as , , �8�~g as - , �U�,� as . and �8�,� as / .

The log likelihood curves evaluated by the importance sampling algorithm for the same

parameter values as the naive simulation are shown as solid lines with �8�~� A g A � A � as

respective lines from the top of the figure.
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Figure 5.4: An example gene tree, generated with
� ��g�� and ���%� , mutation �E� is the

selected mutation.

two subtree variance reduction (TSVR) method described in Section 5.3.4 reduces the

variance due to the first term of (5.31). For a given trajectory let 	 � ñ � be an importance

weight for the subtree history under the selected mutation and 	 � 0 � be the importance

weight for the complementary nonselected subtree. The variance of the estimated like-

lihood for a trajectory for the standard averaging (SA) method (5.26) may be written

as �h #&%+' � 	 � 0 � � #&%+' � 	 � ñ � � � �h ¸ W"	 � ñ � [ � #&%(' � 	 � 0 � � � �h ¸ W"	 � 0 � [ � #&%(' � 	 � ñ � � A
(5.32)

and the variance of the estimate using the TSVR estimator (5.27) as�h � #&%(' � 	 � 0 � � #&%+' � 	 � ñ � � � �h ¸ W"	 � ñ � [ � #&%(' � 	 � 0 � � � �h ¸ W"	 � 0 � [ � #&%(' � 	 � ñ � � �
(5.33)

As can be seen from a comparison of (5.32) to (5.33) the TSVR method reduces the

first term of the (5.33) at rate �)e h � compared to the SA method’s rate of �6e h . The re-

maining two terms of both variances are reduced at the same rate of �)e h . The variance
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Figure 5.5: Six likelihood surfaces for
�

for the example gene tree.

within a trajectory, averaged over �D����� trajectories, was calculated using expressions

(5.32) and (5.33) for different values of
h

and
�

. The results are shown in Table 5.3.

(An alternate way of calculating the variance of the SA method’s estimate of the like-

lihood of a trajectory would be to calculate the variance of 	 � 0 � 	 � ñ � directly. This

was found to give similar results to (5.32), results not shown.) The ratio of the average

variance calculated by (5.32) and (5.33) is also given in this table to investigate the

efficiency of the TSVR method. For large
h

the ratio of the variances will tend to a

constant, as the first term of (5.33) will tends to zero at a higher rate than the other

terms. For the two selection coefficients considered in Table 5.3 this happens for �����
runs or more per trajectory. The most efficient number of runs per trajectory, to give

the lowest variance for the same amount of computational time, could be found usingW/�������)[ and (5.33). However the variances and expectations in both formulae would need

to be known, and these will vary with the data considered and the strength of selection.
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Given that we do not know the variance in the exact estimates of the likelihood of the

trajectory (i.e. the second term of (5.31)), it is difficult to define an appropriate measure

of the variance in the estimator of the overall likelihood Ý_W � [ . We chose to use the vari-

ance of the estimated likelihood across trajectories. This differs from the second term

of (5.31) in that it is a variance across an estimate of the likelihood of the trajectories

not the true likelihoods of trajectories. It is not an ideal estimate of the variance of

our estimator. However, it does at least incorporate the variance amongst trajectories

and the variance of importance weights for a given trajectory, as it is a variance across

estimates not exact likelihoods.

If the importance sampler is performing poorly or insufficient runs have been performed

then our measure of the variance will give a poor indication of the true variance. Other

indications of the performance of the method are the effective sample size and the ratio

of the average weight to the maximum weight (see for example Liu (2001)). However

these will also be poor indications of performance if the distribution of the simulated

importance weights is not representative of the true distribution of importance weights.

If our measure of the variance is a good estimate of the true estimator variance, i.e. if

sufficient runs have been performed, it should stay constant as
~

(the number trajecto-

ries) increases. The mean and variance of the estimated likelihood across trajectories

for the example gene tree for an increasing number of trajectories are given in Table

5.4. ����� runs were performed on each trajectory and the TSVR method was used. The

variance seems to be well behaved with the number of runs and gives a fair representa-

tion of the true variation of the importance weights for around � million runs upward.
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Table 5.3: The average variance of importance weights within a trajectory for different

numbers of runs per trajectory for two values of
�

(averaged over 1000 trajectories).

The columns labelled standard are the variances of the SA method, the columns labelled

two tree are the variances of the TSVR method. The column labelled ratio is the ratio

of the average SA variance to the average TSVR variance.� �'� � �,�E���
Number per traj. Standard Two Tree Ratio Standard Two Tree Ratio

10 4.32E-32 1.35E-32 3.20 1.97E-32 5.99E-33 3.29

50 3.06E-33 6.44E-34 4.74 1.85E-33 2.40E-34 7.68

100 2.18E-33 3.68E-34 5.92 2.60E-33 1.92E-34 13.5

500 1.33E-33 1.22E-34 11.0 5.64E-34 2.51E-35 22.5

1000 5.11E-34 5.50E-35 9.28 2.87E-34 1.26E-35 22.7

2000 3.12E-34 3.24E-35 9.61 1.56E-34 7.30E-36 21.4

Table 5.4: The mean and variance of the estimate of the likelihood of the trajectory for

different numbers of trajectories for two values of
�

.� ��� � �.�D���
Number of trajectories mean var mean var

20 2.40E-17 1.76E-33 8.40E-18 3.33E-35

100 2.48E-17 1.33E-33 7.75E-18 5.75E-35

200 2.36E-17 1.28E-33 8.69E-18 8.45E-35

1000 1.99E-17 1.07E-33 7.66E-18 6.00E-35

2000 2.00E-17 1.00E-33 8.08E-18 7.90E-35

10000 2.10E-17 1.17E-33 8.19E-18 7.19E-35

20000 2.10E-17 1.16E-33 8.01E-18 7.35E-35
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Chapter 6

Data Analysis

6.1 G6PD and a Partial Sweep

Alleles at a number of loci in the human genome including the Sickle Cell anaemia, the

Duffy blood group and glucose-6-phosphate dehydrogenase (G6PD) genes are known

to give resistance to different types of malaria. The evidence from studies of the ge-

ographical distribution and sequence diversity around these loci lends support to the

theory that natural selection has played a role in the history of these regions.

The G6PD locus on the X chromosome is known to have a role in preventing dam-

age to red blood cells. Low G6PD activity can cause clinical disorders. Despite this

apparently important role, alleles that result in deficient enzyme activity occur at high

frequencies in many geographic locations. Their presence is often associated with the

occurrence of endemic malaria. In particular, the allele
� v has risen to an intermediate

frequency in sub-Saharan Africa. This allele is at a low frequency in the rest of the

world, where the ancestral type (inferred by comparison to chimpanzee sequence), 0
predominates. Heterozygous females and hemizygous males for the

� v allele have

been shown by Ruwende et al. (1995) to have an approximately ���21 reduced risk of
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Figure 6.1: Estimated log likelihood surface for the G6PD data set as a function of the

selection parameter
�

and the population scaled mutation rate � .
infection by malaria (homozygous females for the

� v allele are believed to have this

reduced risk as well). This reduction is believed to be due to the protection offered to

G6PD deficient individuals by their red blood cells offering a more toxic environment

to malaria.

Malaria is believed to have become endemic in human populations in the past �D� A �����
years. Thus it has been suggested that the

� v G6PD allele has arisen recently and

is currently sweeping through the sub-Saharan Africa population. (See Verrelli et al.

(2002) and references therein for discussion of the points made so far in this section).

A number of population genetics studies have focussed on the G6PD region to examine

the effect of this putative selective sweep in progress (Tishkoff et al., 2001; Saunders
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et al., 2002; Verrelli et al., 2002; Sabeti et al., 2002). Here we focus on the gene tree

for the African data presented in Verrelli et al. (2002), reproduced in Figure 6.2. Ver-

relli et al. (2002) removed a haplotype that appeared twice in the data set to make the

data compatible with the infinitely-many-sites and no recombination assumption. The

haplotype removed was not from the
� v clade nor does it appear to be a recombinant

with a sequence from the
� v clade. Thus the removal of this haplotype will have little

affect on the estimated age of the
� v allele. The

� v allele is the result of a single

amino acid change, mutation g in Figure 6.2. For simplicity, we shall ignore any pos-

sible negative selection against
� v and take the selective advantage of

� v to be the

same in hemizygous males and both heterozygous and homozygous females. This is the

model suggested by Ruwende et al. (1995) of dominant selection in females and genic

selection in males. The infinitesimal drift parameters in females and males, J43lW� x[ andJ i W� x[ , are respectivelyJ 3 W/ x[�� �  FW���v� x[ � A J i W� x[l� � g  FW���v� x[\� (6.1)

Ignoring any negative selection against
� v is reasonable, since, given its probable

recent increase in frequency, there will be little effect on the model or information

about its effects in the sequence diversity. However, it is worth noting that the general

selective scheme possible using this method would allow this to be explored in a more

complete analysis. The X chromosome spends on average g@e6� of its time in the female

and �)eh� in the male, thus a heuristic assumption is made that the total infinitesimal drift

coefficient is JªW/ x[l� g� J53lW/ x[F� �� J i W� x[\� (6.2)

The likelihood of the selection parameter under this selective scheme was evaluated

for the Verrelli et al. (2002) gene tree using the importance sampling method described

in this thesis. The log likelihood surface for the G6PD data set is shown in Figure

6.1. Each point on the surface was independently evaluated by � million iterations of

the importance sampling algorithm. Independent runs to evaluate the surface agree
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to a high degree, giving confidence in the surface produced (results not shown). The

X chromosome has an effective population size of W/�aehga[s] [ , compared to a effective

population size of g@] [ for an autosomal locus, thus
� �~�a] [ � . An ] [ of � ��A$C ��� was

estimated by Verrelli et al. (2002) for the region using divergence data and an estimated

of �������	��� (the maximum full likelihood estimate under the assumption of neutrality).

The maximum likelihood estimate of � � ����� and the shape of the likelihood surface

in the � direction is relatively unaffected by selection due to the low frequency of the

selected allele. The surface does not have a maximum in the
�

direction in the range

investigated but instead seems to have a horizontal asymptote. This is unsurprising

as no mutations have occurred on the
� v allele background and thus, given that the

allele segregates in the population,
� � : is possible. The hypothesis that

� � �
is unlikely to be rejected, but given that the allele

� v is at low frequency and thus

arose recently there is relatively little information about the selection coefficient of the

allele. Under the assumption of g�� years per generation and ] [ �P� ��ADC ��� , the age in

years of the various events in the genealogical history may be estimated. The mean

and standard error of the age of the selected mutation, and the TMRCA, are shown in

Table 6.1 in coalescent and year time units for
� �~� A ��� A �D��� A g���� . The full gene tree

with estimated times using a selection parameter
� � g���� is shown in Figure 6.2. The

estimate of the age of the
� v allele is strongly affected by selection. The TMRCA is

relatively unaffected by selection on the
� v allele as the low frequency selected allele

has little effect on the time in the tree.

6.2 The Factor IX Region and a Model of a Full Sweep

The X chromosome has increasingly become the focus of investigation into patterns of

diversity found in human populations (Schaffner, 2004). The X chromosome recom-

bines allowing different regions to have different, albeit correlated, histories. Thus it
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Table 6.1: Summary of the age estimates for the African G6PD gene tree, evaluated at�������	��� .
Event < � >

Age (Coalescent units) Age (Kyr)� v mutation � ����� C ô ê § �����6� � ��g ê § g ���� ���	��� C ê § ������g)� �)� ê § �B��D��� ���	��� � ê § �������T� g�� ê § C ���g���� ������g)� ê § �������aôh� �B� ê § � ���
TMRCA of sample � ����� ê § ���R� û �@� ê § g�g����� ����� ê § ������� û ��� ê § � C ��D��� ���	� ê § ������� û g�� ê § � C �g���� ���	� ê § ������� û �D� ê § � C �

a, the event for which the age is calculated. b, the selection parameter that the age is

evaluated with.

affords more insight than the Y chromosome or mitochondrial genome into the demo-

graphic history of the population. An advantage specific to the X chromosome is that

in males the haplotype information is known, simplifying the analysis compared to au-

tosomal chromosomes where phasing the haplotypes can itself be a challenge. Studies

of patterns of diversity in regions of the X chromosome have in general found that the

data are consistent with a deep genealogical history underlying the sample (Schaffner,

2004). However a few studies have found regions of low diversity where the patterns

of variation are indicative of a more ‘star-like’ genealogy underlying the region, see

for example Nachman and Crowell (2000), Harris and Hey (2001) and Nachman et al.

(2004). As these studies have included samples from both Africans and Europeans it

is unlikely that the standard demographic scenarios explain these patterns. Another

explanation for these patterns of diversity is that a number of selective sweeps have oc-

curred on the X chromosome. To investigate this possibility we shall consider in more

detail the data presented in Harris and Hey (2001). Harris and Hey (2001) sequenced � û
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Figure 6.2: The full African G6PD rooted gene tree with estimated times (in millions

of years) for
� �%g���� , ���'������� , ]\[¤�,� ��A$C ��� and a generation length of g�� years. The� v allele is defined by mutation g .

males from Old World populations (Asian, European and African) in a �@ô6��� base pair

region of the Factor IX (FIX) gene on the X chromosome. The FIX locus was found to

have one of the lowest levels of diversity of any locus yet investigated on the X chro-

mosome. By using a chimpanzee outgroup, Harris and Hey (2001) constructed a rooted

gene tree for the FIX region and this is reproduced in Figure 6.3. The gene tree shows

little genealogical structure, the few polymorphisms present appear at low frequency.

In contrast Harris and Hey (2001) find that the gene tree of the PDHA1 region, con-

structed from sequences in a closely similar set of individuals to those sequenced at the

FIX locus, reveals a very deep subdivision between the Africans and Europeans. This

technique, also utilised by Nachman and Crowell (2000), of examining two closely

similar samples of individuals is intended to reduce the effect of differing sampling
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Figure 6.3: The rooted gene tree for the FIX locus for a sample of � û males from Old

World populations.

strategies leading to different signals from different regions (see for discussion Ptak

and Przeworski (2002)). Both the FIX and PDHA1 loci show similar levels of diver-

gence between human and chimpanzee, and a tree rooted with an orangutan outgroup

shows that the human and chimpanzee lineages had approximately the same rate of di-

vergence for the FIX gene. Thus neither mutation rate variation nor different sampling

strategy seem to account for the low level of diversity and lack of visible genealogical

structure observed in the FIX region.

To investigate whether a recent sweep through the entire population by a positively

selected allele could account for the patterns of variation observed, a model of a full

sweep was implemented. In this model an allele experiencing genic selection, with a

population scaled selection coefficient of
�

, has arisen and moved through the popu-

lation fixing at a scaled time Ö in the past, see Figure 6.4. To model the trajectory

of the allele backwards in time let >@VXWZY^[X�d] A Y # Ö�I and then simulate >@VXW�Y\[ A Y�OÖ A �}W�Ö�[f�$]$v �6I using the reversed Moran model conditional on the allele being

lost from the population. (Forward in time this is a model where an allele is initially at
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Figure 6.4: Caricature of the genealogy and the population trajectory of the selected

allele. The red line is the trajectory >6�©W�Y\[�£�Y�O,�@I , and the red dot is the mutation on

the lineage ancestral to the sample.V��P� in the population then the path is simulated conditional on fixation at V���] .

The sample is taken a time Ö after the trajectory of the selection allele reached fixation).

The likelihood of the data is calculated conditional on the allele having fixed in the pop-

ulation and so does not include the probability of the allele fixing in the population. If

this term were to be included the unconditional likelihood relative to
� �b� A Ö �b� ,

would be Ýº°DW �tA Ö A �@[l� ¬��®Õ�¯t° Ý_W �_A Ö A �@[�� � W�
9£ � [ÝtW � ��� A Ö1�1� A �@[�� � W�
Â£ � ���@[ A (6.3)

where � � W�
y£ � [ is the probability from the diffusion process of an allele with selec-

tive coefficient
�

hitting � before � , given an initial frequency 
 . We choose to use the

conditional likelihood as it gives a better idea of the information present in the data.

The pattern of diversity left by a sweeping allele with selective coefficient v � condi-

tional on it fixing is the same as that left by a sweeping allele with coefficient
�

, see

the discussion below (3.30). This means that the conditional surface will be symmetric

around
� ��� , so we chose to only investigate the half of the surface where

� ! � .
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In Figure 6.5 a series of joint log likelihood surfaces for
�

and Ö for different values of� are shown. For all values of � the main feature of the surface is a ridge of maximum

likelihood for
�

and Ö . As there are no mutations deep in the gene tree the most likely

genealogies are those whose deeper branches are short relative to their expectation un-

der the standard neutral model. This shortening is most likely when the frequency of

the allele decreases rapidly backward in time after the mutations in the lower parts of

the tree have occurred. For low � more time is needed lower in the tree, thus the maxi-

mum likelihood ridge for
�

and Ö is at larger Ö .

The joint maximum likelihood estimate of the three parameters is found in the param-

eter region �¼O û , � ! �D��� and Ö � � . There are two null hypotheses of interest, the

first is the standard neutral model, with one parameter � , the second is that a neutral

allele recently fixed in the population. The likelihood ratio test of the hypothesis that

the pattern of diversity at the locus was generated by a fixation event is6¤� ��g ¬��� ¿ Ï #  {Î � ° * Ô * Ü >@Ý_W �tA Ö A �@[�IÏ #   Ü >@Ý_W/�@[�I À A (6.4)

where Ý_W��a[ is the likelihood under the standard neutral model. Ý_W/�@[ is identical toÝ_W �_A Ö1�,: A �@[ , the likelihood when the conditioned upon sweep is in the distant past

and so has no effect on the pattern of diversity. If an allele was known to have fixed at

some recent time, the hypothesis of interest might be that the allele fixing was selected

rather than neutral. This could be tested with the likelihood ratio test6 � ��g ¬��� ¿ Ï #  {Î � ° * Ô * Ü >@Ý_W �_A Ö A �a[sIÏ #   Ô * Ü >@Ý_W � ��� A Ö A �a[�I À (6.5)

As can been seen in Figure 6.5, the W �tA Ö A �@[ likelihood surface reaches a maximum atW � �b�D��� A Ö � � A �-� û [ at the beginning of a ridge of maximum likelihood running

in the direction of increasing � , increasing
�

. The likelihood for the � model (i.e. no

sweep) is maximum at �«�Pg , and under the W � �P� A Ö A �a[ model the maximum is atÖ � � A �¦�2g . The test of any sweep at all compared to no sweep has
6 � � û �	� , and
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Figure 6.5: Joint log likelihood surfaces for the strength of selection and time the sweep ended for different values of

7

for the FIX

gene tree. The lighter colours indicate regions of higher likelihood.
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the test that the allele fixing in the population is selected has
6¤� ��� � û . The rejection

region is unknown for either hypothesis, as the genealogy underlying the data means

that the data are nonindependent draws. The first and second tests have two and one

degrees of freedom respectively. Both tests are on the boundary of the parameter space,

as
�tA Ö�O�� . The rejection region could be calculated by the empirical distribution of

the test statistic, conditional on the number of sites, by the following steps:

1. simulate a genealogy under the null model in question

2. place
û

polymorphisms at random on the genealogy (note that this step is only

approximate as the true distribution of genealogies given the number of mutations

is dependent on � see Markovtsova et al. (2001) and Wall and Hudson (2001) for

discussion)

3. calculate the likelihood surface for � A��tA Ö
4. perform either test (6.4) or (6.5)

5. repeat ( ��v%� ) a large number of times to form an empirical distribution of the

likelihood ratio statistic, and find the c cutoff for the desired level of significance.

The fact that the parameter � is unknown considerably reduces the power of the tests.

The tests do not take into account the lack of diversity in the region. As the likeli-

hood is maximised over � separately for the null and alternative hypotheses, the only

information lies in the positions of the mutations in the gene tree. If � was known then

a better estimate of the strength and age of the sweep could be obtained, and a more

powerful test could be performed. To find an approximate estimate of ] [ we assume

it to be an average of the ] [ s found for six other � chromosome regions, compiled

in Table g of Harris and Hey (2001), giving an ] [ r � û ����� . For the X chromosome�-�2�a] [�� where � is the mutation rate per generation. Taking a generation length ofg�� years (as in Harris and Hey (2001)) and an estimated � of �E� §2= mutations per base

per year (Harris and Hey, 2001), gives � � ���	� . The log likelihood surface for �Á� ���	�
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Figure 6.6: The joint log likelihood surface for the strength of selection (
�

) and the time

the sweep finished (T) for �Ó�2���	� for the FIX gene tree. The lighter colours indicate

regions of higher likelihood.

is shown in Figure 6.6. The test, (6.4), for presence of a putative sweep in the region

conditional on ���$����� , has a
6_� � � � � . The test, (6.5), of a sweep being that of a

selected allele conditional on �+�P����� , has a
6�� ���{� C . It is interesting to note that a

model of the patterns of diversity left by the fixation of a neutral allele can offer quite an

improvement over the standard neutral model, and that rejection of the standard neutral

model does not necessarily imply rejection of the neutral model. See Tajima (1990) for

a discussion of the effect of a neutral mutation fixing in the population. A compromise

between the approach that assumes � is unknown and the approach using a particular
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value of � would be to perform Bayesian inference. A prior on ] [ could be constructed

informed by the inferred ] [ s of other � chromosome regions. This prior, along with a

prior on � the mutation rate, could then be used to integrate out � from the likelihood

to give the marginal likelihood of the data given only the selection coefficient.

6.3 DCP1 and Balancing Selection

The angiotensin converting enzyme (ACE) is involved in the pathway for controlling

blood pressure and fluid electrolyte balance. ACE is encoded for by the gene DCP1.

A number of association studies have found that the presence of an ALU insertion or

deletion in DCP1 is associated with cardiovascular disease pathology, elite athletic per-

formance and response to physical training (Rieder et al. (1999) and references therein).

A resequencing study of the sequence variation in g)� kb of the DCP1 region was per-

formed by Rieder et al. (1999) in six European Americans and five African Americans.

By comparison to chimpanzee and human specific ALU elements, the absence of the

ALU element was found to be ancestral state of the human lineage. Of the ô C variable

sites found in the region, �)ô were in complete linkage disequilibrium with the ALU

element. The authors suggest a number of explanations for this high level of link-

age disequilibrium including a change in mutation rate, demographic factors or natural

selection acting to maintain the ALU element or linked variation within the popula-

tion. Rieder et al. (1999) construct a gene tree for the region, excluding � sites that

were incompatible with the assumption of the infinitely-many-sites model and no re-

combination. The robustness of the method applied to data with departures from the

modelling assumptions is not known, thus the results must be treated with caution. As

the individuals were genotyped, singleton mutations were not assigned to a particular

haplotype thus the gene tree excludes the g û singleton mutations present in the data.

The rooted gene tree for the region (personal communication A. G. Clark) is shown in
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Figure 6.7: The rooted gene tree for the DCP1 locus for a sample of ��� males from

African and European populations

Figure 6.7.

To investigate the hypothesis that balancing selection has acted to maintain the ALU

element or linked variation, the likelihood of the gene tree in Figure 6.7 under a model

of complete overdominant (heterozygote advantage) selection at a biallelic locus was

calculated. The balanced polymorphism was assumed to be one of the mutations on

the edge subtended by the
�

individuals with the ALU polymorphism, i.e. the selected

mutation is any one of the mutations labelled � to �E� in the gene tree. As the gene tree is

only partially ordered up to the ordering of mutations on an edge, the selected mutation

could be in any position on the edge. The possible positions of the selected mutation

on the edge must be summed overÝ_W �_A �a[�� iç G è � Ý_W �_A � A selected mutation is the < � 5 on the edge [ (6.6)

where
h

is the total number of mutations on the same edge as the selected mutation.
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Let the time until the selected subsample finds its common ancestor be denoted by � and

the age of the mutation be denoted by á . The likelihood of <8v�� mutations occurring

in the time áUv%� on the edge below the selected mutation is Poisson with parameter��W�áfv��ë[se6g , i.e. the term appearing in the likelihood isW/��W/áfv���[�ehga[ G\§ � Í § Ü � äD§ ñ � � �W�<fv%�)[\¥ � (6.7)

This is equivalent to, and replaces, the mEn�oFWsv���W/áFv��x[se6ga[ term that appears in the
·ë� �1�

entries of Table 5.2. The joint surface for � and
�

is shown in Figure 6.8. A large value

of
�

will maintain the selected polymorphism for a long time in the population and so

will lead to a long time in the root edges of the tree compared to neutrality. Hence low

values of � have higher relative likelihoods for
� ! � than

� �b� compared to high� where less time in the root branches is necessary to produce the observed pattern of

diversity. The likelihood surface peaks close to
� � � for the maximum likelihood

estimate of � . The likelihood curve over
�

for a particular � should be relatively unaf-

fected by the exclusion of singletons from the tree as balancing selection, at a biallelic

locus, has only a small effect on the time in singleton edges (Spencer and McVean,

2004). More problematic is the effect of the exclusion of singletons on the estimate of� , as the mutation rate obviously plays a key role in the inference of the amount of time

in the root edges and hence inference about the strength of balancing selection. The

maximum likelihood estimate of � from the data set including singletons will almost

surely be higher than that of the data set excluding them. Given this, it is unlikely that

the hypothesis of
� ! � will be accepted. One simple way that the singletons could be

used to inform the analysis is by noting that the expected number of singleton mutations

is � and so the number of singleton mutations may be used as a moment estimate of �
(Fu and Li, 1993). This yields an estimate of ����g û . For this value of � the maximum

likelihood estimate of
�

is close to � and the hypothesis of
� ! � is even less likely to

be accepted.
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for the gene tree of the DCP1
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Chapter 7

Conclusion

A full likelihood method for inference on the selection coefficient of a single mutation

in a gene tree has been developed (Coop and Griffiths, 2004). This method utilises both

theoretical results from Diffusion processes and Markov Chain theory and computation

techniques such as importance sampling. Throughout the thesis the idea of reversibility

of the trajectory of the allele has been central. A review of some of the different views

on this reversibility and its development through time by successive authors is provided

in Chapter 3. The author’s personal opinion is that a Green function approach where

the average occupancy of a state is considered as an unnormalised prior or stationary

distribution on the frequency is particularly appealing. Its appeal is mainly due to sim-

plicity, as other approaches call for more complicated recurrent processes in order to

achieve a true stationary distribution. However a full understanding of the reversibility

is perhaps only gained in the light of the recurrent processes.

A full stochastic approach to simulate a genealogy where a single site experiences nat-

ural selection has been developed. This incorporates all the sources of uncertainty

present in the model including the frequency of the selected allele in the current day
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and the trajectory of the selected allele through the population. The present population

frequency is drawn from the distribution of the population frequency given the sample

configuration of the selected allele and its selection coefficient, see Chapter 3 and Grif-

fiths (2003). Given the current population frequency the trajectory may be modelled,

utilising the reversibility of the diffusion, by a forward in time diffusion process con-

ditional on the allele being lost from the population (Nagasawa and Maruyama, 1979).

We chose to approximate this by first approximating the forward in time unconditional

diffusion with a Moran model with birth and death rates determined by the infinitesimal

mean and variance of the diffusion. This Moran model is then simulated conditional

on the allele being lost from the population. Given the trajectory, the genealogical

process is identical to that of a two deme subdivided population with the frequency

of the selected allele giving the size of the demes through time (Kaplan et al., 1988).

The extension of the simulation method to models with repeat mutation at the selected

site and recombination is discussed and the latter has been implemented (Spencer and

Coop, 2004).

A gene tree, under the assumptions of the infinitely-many-sites model and no recombi-

nation, may uniquely represent a sample of sequence data. The likelihood of the gene

tree may be written as an integral over the missing data of the trajectory of the selected

allele and the genealogy relating the sample members, given this trajectory. The prob-

ability of a genealogy can be expressed as a Markov chain on history states embedded

in the genealogy. The history states of a gene tree where the trajectory is known were

discussed in Section 5.2.3. The process on history states is similar to those of Grif-

fiths and Tavaré (1994b) and Bahlo and Griffiths (2000) who study the probability of

a gene tree in a varying sized and subdivided population, respectively. To explore the

space of genealogies consistent with the data a sequential importance sampling scheme

is employed, the initial state of which is the history state in the current day, i.e. the
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data. This importance sampling scheme draws from the exact distribution for the time

between events and the subpopulation the event occurs in. The choice of event given

the subsample is taken using the Stephens and Donnelly (2000) importance sampler.

Trajectories generated at a driving selection coefficient may be used to evaluate the

likelihood at other selection coefficients away from this driving value using importance

sampling. This technique is not specific to the gene tree method and could be used to

improve the performance of any inference method that makes use of stochastic trajec-

tories. The likelihood curves from different
�

driving values could be combined using

the technique of bridge sampling (Meng and Wong, 1996; Fearnhead and Donnelly,

2001). It was noted, given the trajectory, that the subtree below the selected site and the

remaining tree are independent. This observation leads to an estimate of the likelihood

with reduced variance by averaging over runs independently, for a given trajectory,

for the two subtrees before combining the estimates. A possible improvement to the

method, that has not been implemented, is to use the ‘prune and enrichment’ scheme,

see for example Liu (2001). This has been used in related problems to greatly improve

the efficiency of importance sampling.

To illustrate possible applications of the method it was applied to three data sets where

selection was hypothesised to have occurred. The first was from a study of the G6PD

region by Verrelli et al. (2002). In this case a particular mutation is known to have a

favourable phenotypic effect (Ruwende et al., 1995) and the allele is believed to have

recently increased in frequency in Africa. However the gene tree for the region gave

little evidence of this partial sweep, perhaps because of the low frequency of the allele

in the sample. Other authors have found evidence for the sweep in different data sets.

Tishkoff et al. (2001) uses microsatellites, the high mutation rate of which will allow a

better estimate of the age of the allele. Saunders et al. (2002) and Sabeti et al. (2002)

investigate the extent of haplotype sharing away from the selected site in a surround-
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ing large region. They find that the extent of long range haplotype sharing provides

good evidence of the young age of the allele. A relatively short resequenced region

does not have a high enough overall mutation rate to distinguish between a short ge-

nealogy beneath a low frequency neutral allele and a very short genealogy beneath a

low frequency selected allele. Only marker types where events occurs at a high rate

(e.g. microsatellite mutations or recombination between distant SNPs) are fast enough

to notice the difference between the two events.

In the second analysis the evidence for a putative full sweep in the recent history of

the FIX region, sequenced by Harris and Hey (2001), was examined. The likelihood

surface indicates that it is likely that the sweep has occurred in the recent past of the

region leading to the patterns of diversity seen. A point of interest is the effect that a

neutral mutation that has recently reached fixation could have on patterns of diversity.

A neutral allele is of course far less likely to have fixed in the population, but if the

hypothesis is asked conditional on the fixation, it may be hard to exclude the fixing

neutral allele hypothesis. The lack of information about the population scaled muta-

tion rate considerably reduces the strength of the inferences made about the selection

coefficient and timing of the sweep. The possibility of using information from other

regions to improve our knowledge of � and hence the inference is suggested. The first

suggested method described conditions on an estimate of � constructed from other re-

gions. The second suggested method incorporates the uncertainty in the estimate of �
by adopting a Bayesian approach to the problem by placing a prior on � informed by

other regions. � may then be integrated out of the joint likelihood of W/� A��tA Ö�[ , where Ö
is the fixation time, with respect to the prior on � to give the marginal surface for

�
andÖ .

The final data set examined was that of Rieder et al. (1999) where the patterns of diver-
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sity had led the authors to suggest that balancing selection may have played a role in the

evolution of the locus. There were a number of possible positions of the selected mu-

tation in the gene tree, as there are multiple mutations on the same edge as the putative

selected mutation, and these possible locations were summed over. The joint likelihood

surface for the population scaled mutation rate and the strength of selection suggest that

balancing selection is unlikely to be the cause of the pattern of diversity found at the

locus.

Another possible application of the importance sampling algorithm is a data set where

a selective sweep is believed to be in progress but the position of the selected mutation

on the edges in the gene tree is not known. In this case the likelihood surface for
�

and � could be produced for each of the candidate selected mutations in the gene tree,

and the likelihood ratio test performed. The mutation with the highest likelihood ratio

could be said to be the best candidate for the selected site.

It is inappropriate to use the gene tree inference method if recombination or repeat mu-

tation is thought to have played a major role in the evolution of the region of interest.

Recent research has suggested that the human genome is made up of regions where

the recombination rate is relatively low interspersed with short stretches with high re-

combination, termed recombination hotspots, see for example McVean et al. (2004)

and Kauppi et al. (2004). Hence, an inference method that assumes a tightly linked

region may be appropriate for the analysis of the patterns of diversity found in some

regions. Bahlo and Griffiths (2000) study the distribution of gene trees in a subdivided

population model with recurrent migration. If recombination were to be included in

the inference it would be incorporated as migration between the two selective classes

as discussed in Section 4.3, and developed in Hudson and Kaplan (1988) and Barton

and Etheridge (2004). Full likelihood inference for models of recombination is already
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a considerable challenge, thus the development of an effective full likelihood inference

method for selection and recombination seems unlikely at present. A more appealing

method for inference about selection in a recombining region is offered by summary

statistics inference methods, see for example Przeworski (2003), as they are compu-

tationally more practical and easier to implement than full likelihood methods. Work

has been done by others to improve the computational efficiency of summary statistic

inference, see for example Beaumont et al. (2002) and Marjoram et al. (2003), and so

more complex summaries of the data may be used allowing summary statistic inference

to become more powerful. Another promising avenue of research is the development

of approximate coalescent methods for inference, e.g. about recombination rates (Li

and Stephens, 2003). An approximate coalescent method for inference about selection

could be constructed in a similar way, either by using ideas from the ancestral selection

graph or trajectories.

The full likelihood method uses all of the information present in the data and so is

the most powerful method. A few heuristic observations on the power and robustness

of the method will now be discussed. When a selected allele is at low frequency in

the population there will be little to distinguish it from a neutral allele as both will be

young. In the case of a selective sweep, if � is known then the full likelihood approach

will be most powerful when the allele has just reached a high frequency in the popula-

tion. This allows the difference in age between the selected allele and a neutral allele to

be apparent. However, when � is unknown, more time in the overall genealogy better

informs our inference on � . Better knowledge of � helps to improve our estimation of

times in the tree and hence aids estimation of
�

. For a partial sweep this problem is

naturally solved as the nonselected subtree provides information on � . As long as there

are a reasonable number of nonselected sample members, a strongly selected allele at

medium to high frequencies should be detectable. A recent full sweep, leaves a shallow
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tree which offers little information on � . This reduces the strength of inference about
�

,

as was seen in the FIX locus example. On the other hand, the time in the deep ancestral

lineages is highly variable so if the sweep occurs too far back in the history there will

be little information about
�

. A more powerful situation is one where a strong sweep

occurs a short time into the history allowing mutations to occur lower in the tree. This,

under neutrality, will seem at odds with the paucity of mutations deeper in the tree, and

a model of a full sweep will be more plausible.

Wiuf (2003) studies the information about demographic parameters available if the full

tree, including times, is known. He finds that there is relatively little information about

the exact demographic parameters underlying the evolution of the tree. Even if the

genealogy is that of the whole population, the estimate of the parameters can behave

poorly and is statistically inconsistent. Given the analogies between the coalescent in

a varying sized population and the coalescent when the trajectory is known, it is likely

that there is relatively little information about the shape of the trajectory even if the ge-

nealogy is known. Watterson (1979) finds that the full information about the trajectory

is insufficient for a consistent estimate of
�

. This taken with the lack of information

in the genealogy about the trajectory suggests that only the crudest indication of the

selection coefficient is in general possible.

Different demographies can often leave similar patterns of diversity to the signal of

selection, see Kreitman (2000) and Charlesworth et al. (2003) for reviews. A brief

reduction in population size, a bottleneck, can lead to the rapid coalescence of some

lineages while other lineages coalesce after the bottleneck. This results in an excess

of intermediate and low frequency alleles, which can resemble the pattern of diversity

under a model of a partial sweep. However the gene tree approach is perhaps less sus-

ceptible to this than some simple summary statistic approaches. For the gene tree to
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be likely under model of a partial sweep, the coalescences before the bottleneck must

mainly subtend a particular lineage surviving the bottleneck. Under a bottleneck model,

lineages coalescing during the bottleneck subtend at random lineages surviving the bot-

tleneck. Thus, a large clustering of coalesces under a particular lineage is reasonably

unlikely. A more convincing signal of a partial sweep from a gene tree might perhaps be

given by a gene tree generated under a two deme subdivided population model, where

one deme is large and the other is relatively small. A mutation on the lineage ancestral

to sample members that coalesce rapidly in the small deme will appear to be selected if

the subdivision is ignored.

Rapid population expansion will leave a similar pattern of variation to that of a full

sweep of a selected allele. A deep population subdivision will increase the time in the

basal branches and this will leave an identical pattern to balancing selection. It is clear

that an apparent signal of selection must be considered carefully. Selection will only af-

fect loci that are in tight linkage with the selected locus. Demography, unlike selection,

affects all loci equally. A putatively selected locus should be compared to other loci,

sequenced in a closely similar sample, to see if the locus of interest has a substantively

different pattern of variation. However, there can still be a great deal of variation in

the pattern of diversity at different loci even if the same demographic model applies to

all loci. Thus caution must be exercised in any conclusions drawn about the action of

selection. A quantitative method to examine the effect of demography over loci and

selection at a particular locus, would be to estimate the demographic parameters from

other the loci and then build, and perform inference under, a model of selection and

demography using this information at the locus of interest.

A general framework for inference on parameters in a subdivided random environment

coalescent process has been developed here. This approach allows an intuitive under-
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standing of the incorporation of natural selection into the coalescent. The generality of

the diffusion process and the coalescent would allow a wide variety of random back-

ground models, where the generator of the diffusion is known, to be simulated from

and inference to be performed. For example, the method offers an inference framework

into which recombination and recurrent mutation could be incorporated at a later date.

The importance of fluctuations in frequency away from the deterministic approximation

to a trajectory of a selected allele is not well understood and will often vary depending

on the type of selection considered (Barton and Etheridge, 2004). The computationally

efficient fully stochastic treatment of selection and the coalescent described in this the-

sis allows these fluctuations to be incorporated. The method is valid for a large number

of selective schemes and strengths of selection, and thus the method offers a viable

alternative to the ancestral selection graph and deterministic trajectories.
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